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ABSTRACT 

This research investigated simultaneous control of the wrist and hand function by 

designing a new prosthetic socket interface and augmenting the available control input 

from the prosthesis user. The primary focus was to determine if a viable control input 

could be acquired from the user’s forearm rotation (pronation and supination) alongside 

surface EMG signals that drive hand function. These inputs could then be used to control 

two degrees of freedom simultaneously.  

A novel design for a transradial prosthesis is presented in this thesis, that allowed for 

independent control of a wrist rotation unit and a single degree of freedom prosthetic 

hand. The functionality of this prosthesis was evaluated by a prosthesis user who 

performed the Box and Blocks test and a clothespin relocation task. Outcome measures 

included time to complete a task, number of blocks moved, and analysis of kinematic 

angles using a motion capture system. Comparisons were made between the new 

prosthesis, the user’s current prosthesis, and a benchmark group of 13 able-bodied 

subjects. 

Results indicated a decrease in compensatory motions of the trunk, head, and shoulder 

angles in certain activities, but an increase in time to complete the task with the new 

design. Feedback from the prosthesis user favoured the functionality provided by the 

wrist rotator and associated control strategy.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Motivation for Research 

The loss or absence of the hand and wrist in a transradial amputation (amputation below 

the elbow level) translates into a reduction in dexterity, proprioception, and function for 

the patient. The choice of the prescribed prosthesis must strike a balance between the 

needs of the patient for a functional device whilst maintaining the residual limb in a 

healthy physiological state. The residuum will dictate the style of prosthetic socket, the 

available control sites for surface electrodes, and the terminal devices that can be used.  

Optimized positioning of the hand is another area of concern. For able-bodied 

individuals, this is achieved through the articulations of the wrist joint. As such, for a 

prosthesis user, an electric wrist rotator can be incorporated into the prosthesis. This has 

the potential for increasing the degrees of freedom available to the user. Benefits of an 

increase in degrees of freedom relate to speed of task completion, reduced body 

compensation, and more natural and intuitive movements. These benefits will be 

discussed throughout this work. Today, prosthetic components that provide additional 

degrees of freedom are readily available for prosthesis users. The problem faced by many 

users, is whether or not they have the ability to reliably manage these components. The 

continued engineering of advanced prosthetic devices without sufficient research directed 

towards the patient’s ability to control these devices will impede efforts to offer improved 

functional outcomes to the user. The goal of research in this area is not to have a working 

prosthesis. The goal is to have a functional patient.  
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1.2 Objectives 

This project focused on creating a new prosthetic design for a user with a transradial 

amputation. The new design allowed for independent wrist rotation and simultaneous 

control of the prosthetic hand. Design of the device followed an iterative process and was 

only considered complete when wrist rotation and hand function could be controlled 

independently, before a user was allowed to don the device and evaluate its viability as a 

prosthesis.  

Viability was tested by having a prosthesis user perform assessment tasks with the 

research prosthesis that incorporated new control strategies for the electric hand and 

wrist, and repeating the same assessment tasks with their current device for comparison. 

Analysis of their performance led to a discussion on the appropriateness of the control 

strategy. 

1.3 Scope of Work 

The research presented in this work is organized into 3 phases. The first involved the 

design of a novel prosthetic socket interface that allowed for forearm rotation without 

compromising the structural integrity and load bearing for the user. Once this was 

accomplished, the second step was to detect the patient’s rotation (3 methods presented in 

this work) and use this signal to perform an output. The final stage was testing the 

prosthesis with the user through motion capture and timed assessment tasks and assessing 

whether the device’s performance warranted further research. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 Anatomy of the Upper Limb 

The anatomical hand consists of 8 carpals, 5 metacarpals and 14 phalanges. A collection 

of musculature and articulation surfaces allow for the hand to grasp and manipulate a 

given object [1]. It serves as the end effector that the muscles, nerves of the upper limb 

work to position. The hand is the primary tool in the upper limb with which a person 

interacts with their environment. Its analogue in a prosthesis is the terminal device, which 

may take the form of a myoelectric hand, an actuated hook, or any number of specialty 

devices that are task specific. 

The wrist also serves an important function, that of prepositioning the hand to optimize 

its use. In the prosthetics field, three motions are attributed to the wrist: pro-supination, 

flexion and extension, and radioulnar deviation [2].  These motions are illustrated in 

Figure 2.1. Pro-supination (pronation and supination) refers to the rotation of the forearm 

about its long axis. Anatomically, it is the rotation of the radius about the ulna bone. The 

motions of wrist flexion and deviation of the wrist occur distal to the forearm at the 

carpal bones.  

  

Figure 2.1 Pronation/Supination (left), Wrist Flexion/Extension (centre), Ulnar/Radial Deviation (right) 

When a patient has a transradial amputation (or is born with a congenital limb 

deficiency), the three wrist motions are compromised along with hand function. 
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When performing any task, rotation around a given joint occurs about a particular axis. 

Certain joints can provide rotation about multiple axes. For instance, the glenohumeral 

joint of the shoulder complex provides three degrees of freedom (rotation about three 

axes). The elbow joint provides one degree of freedom (elbow flexion). Motions of 

interests for this work occur at the waist, the neck, the shoulder, the elbow, and the wrist. 

Specifically the motions of lateral tilt, flexion, rotation, and shoulder motions are 

analyzed in this work. Previous work has shown these to be the motions that perform 

compensatory movements in prosthesis users [3]. A complete description of these 

motions is presented in the Appendix A.  

2.2 Anatomy of the limb with Transradial Loss 

The control input that is studied in this thesis originates from the forearm rotation of the 

residual limb. Some of the muscles that are involved in forearm rotation are also used to 

flex the elbow (e.g. biceps brachii). As a result, the level of elbow flexion affects the 

amount of contribution the muscle makes to forearm supination, and in turn will 

influence the design of any control input detection scheme.  

The length of the remaining residual limb, specifically the length of the radius and ulna, 

also affects forearm rotation. Forearm rotation becomes increasingly more difficult the 

shorter the limb is. Previous work by Taylor [4] provides a reference for the amount of 

forearm rotation possible for a given length of residuum. The illustration shown in Figure 

2.2 is a guideline from Taylor’s work that depicts the length of the residual limb and the 

possible rotation that can occur with the forearm, given its length.  
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Figure 2.2 Forearm rotation as a function of residual length (Taylor, 1954) 

The matter of residual length raises two important questions that affected this study. 

What is the level of forearm rotation remaining, and can the user be trained to increase 

their range of motion (ROM) to improve the functional outcome of the study? The 

answers to these questions will be dependent on the state of the muscles after surgery, the 

level of atrophy from lack of use, and the remaining residual length. These questions will 

be further explored when the patient profile is defined (Chapter 5). 

2.3 Components of a Transradial Prosthesis 

A transradial prosthetic device is prescribed for patients who present with an amputation 

below the elbow, or a congenital limb absence distal to the elbow joint. Myoelectric 

prosthetic devices for these patients are comprised of 3 main components: an inner 

socket, a forearm section or “outer socket”, and a terminal device [5][6]. The inner socket 

forms the interface between the patient’s residual limb and the rest of the prosthesis. The 

design of the inner socket must consider electrode sites, suspension of the prosthesis on 

the patient’s residuum, pressure distribution, and durability. The outer socket is usually 

fabricated in the same manner as the inner socket, a lamination of various lightweight, 

high strength, fibrous materials [e.g. nylon, fiberglass, carbon fibre] impregnated with a 

thermosetting polyester resin [7]. The outer socket will provide a connection for the 

terminal device. A hollow cavity exists between the inner and outer socket wherein a 
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selection of hardware is placed. These components translate a patient’s intended motion 

into a functional output of the terminal device (e.g. EMG signal to open prosthetic hand). 

Depending on the particular prosthesis this hardware may include batteries, controller 

boards, a wrist rotator unit, and switches for turning the prosthesis on and off. 

The adult prosthesis shown in Figure 2.3 is a typical myoelectric device. When the 

prosthesis user is cast for a prosthesis, the prosthetist pushes the cast inward above the 

condyles of the humerus. This allows for the final prosthesis to suspend itself on the 

humeral condyles without slipping off of the residual limb. This supracondylar 

suspension removes the need for an additional harness that wraps around the arms to hold 

the socket securely onto the patient’s limb. An intimate fit is necessary to ensure total 

contact and proper load distribution on the residual limb, as well as continuous electrode 

contact in the case of a myoelectric device. 

 

Figure 2.3 Adult myoelectric prosthesis 

2.4 Control Options for Prostheses 

A common prescription for a unilateral transradial amputation is a dual-site prosthesis 

that controls the opening and closing of an electric hand [8]. Electromyographic (EMG) 

signals from two control sites (open/close) are produced when the patient performs the 

associated motions of flexion and extension of the forearm. To some extent, the function 

of the hand is restored - the patient is able to grasp and manipulate an object.  
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There have been significant advances in myoelectric prosthetic technologies in the last 

decade which have allowed for patients to manipulate objects and interact with their 

environment to a larger degree. Prosthetic devices that offer numerous degrees of 

freedom through an assortment of articulations of a motorized hand promise an improved 

patient experience by converting the intentions of the user into actions of the prosthesis. 

Terms such as bionic or neural-control (thought control) prosthetics are used to highlight 

the remarkable improvements these prostheses offer compared to the standard 

myoelectric devices that are currently being used. These claims are misleading for a few 

reasons: 

From an observer’s point of view, the prosthesis user can indeed create new motions, new 

grips, and the hand seems have more functionality. However, the user has not gained any 

additional control sites on their residuum and therefore must still go through a series of 

pre-programmed muscle contraction patterns that are recognized by the onboard 

electronics [9]. If the contraction patterns are recognized successfully, the fingers of a 

myoelectric hand adopt a new configuration. The altered positioning will now allow for a 

new grip pattern when a signal is received from a patient.  

The activation of any one of these programmed hand configurations (pre-positioned 

motions for the fingers and thumb) requires an input signal from one, or potentially two 

electrode sites. Though these advanced prosthetic arms offer a breadth of deterministic 

motion, their utility is limited by the number of distinguishable signals from the user. The 

limiting factor (and most important design criteria) is the patient. Repetitive contraction 

to switch between different grip patterns can result in excessive muscle exhaustion and 

increased cognitive effort. Secondary sources of control can help to mitigate the issues 
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arising from the use of one input source (i.e. surface electrodes) to drive the multitude of 

functions that these devices offer.  

Figure 2.4 illustrates the control schematic of a two-site myoelectric prosthesis. Two 

electrodes send input signals to a controller that makes a decision about whether to open 

or close the distal electric hand. The system is powered by a rechargeable battery 

contained within the prosthesis. When a wrist rotator is used, it is positioned proximal to 

the hand (the hand attaches to the end of the wrist unit).  

The inclusion of a wrist rotation unit adds a layer of complexity which involves balancing 

the physical nature of the new componentry with the perceived benefit of an additional 

degree of freedom. The wrist rotator can add weight, bulk (appearance), increased length 

(increased moment arm) and further stress to the skin (comfort). These will contribute to 

the user’s lack of use of a wrist rotator from physical discomfort. Previous studies have 

shown these to be some of the primary reasons for prosthesis rejection in general [10].  

If the physical characteristics associated with a wrist rotator are overcome, the cognitive 

effort required to make effective use of the wrist rotator is another challenge. To actuate 

the electric wrist, the control input signal is sourced from the same electrodes that are 

driving hand function.  As a result, only one of these (the hand or the wrist) can be 

controlled at any given time. This approach is not intuitive and may necessitate excessive 

concentration to control effectively. The user may decide that the required effort is too 

great and find another alternative. This leads to the situation where a user has a wrist 

rotation unit in their prosthesis, but opts for a simpler strategy. 
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Figure 2.4 Independent wrist control 

Unfortunately, even when equipped with a wrist rotator, patients are likely to over-rotate 

their shoulder to place the hand in the correct position, instead of using the powered wrist 

[11][5]. The time it takes to select the wrist rotator function, send a control signal to 

rotate the wrist, and then select the hand function again is a deterrent to wrist rotator use. 

They may also decide to use their opposite intact hand to perform more complex motions, 

as the prosthesis bearing side is used in the non-dominant role, irrespective of side 

dominance before the amputation [12]. 

With the continued increase in complexity of the distal prosthetic hand, it is unlikely that 

simultaneous control with the same input source can be achieved. Additional control 

inputs for wrist rotation have been looked at previously which have included the UNB 3 

state controller [5], mercury switches [11][13], fibre optic bend sensors [14], and 

commercial Otto Bock wrist control units [15], with varying degrees of success. 

2.5 Pattern Recognition and TMR 

Pattern recognition (PR) algorithms are currently being studied that attempt to map the 

collection of signals obtained from multiple surface electrodes with the user’s intended 
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motion. New emerging pattern recognition methods may offer a viable input source for 

wrist control as well, as classification algorithms may be able to decode the intended 

wrist motion from a network of surface electrodes. PR algorithms have shown success in 

detecting signal patterns, synergies and user intent, but clinical application and 

integrating this methodology into viable prosthetic devices presents challenges that have 

yet to be fully resolved [16].  This challenge is not unique to pattern recognition, as other 

forms of user intention signal mapping have been explored [17][18], specifically at the 

transradial level. The accuracy of pattern recognition inside a definitive prosthesis can 

decline as surface electrodes are forced to deal with loading forces and residuum motion 

inside a dynamic environment. 

PR algorithms also face difficulty when attempting simultaneous control. What they offer 

is seemless sequential control or serial control when used with a physical socket, as 

opposed to a virtual reality simulation program. This can be visualized as a prosthesis 

user moving from hand to wrist motion, without having to perform a co-contraction to 

switch from hand mode to wrist mode. A recent study at the Rehabilitation Institute of 

Chicago (RIC) has tested simultaneous pattern recognition control by training motion 

classes separately and then combining the results to form a compound output (e.g. elbow 

extension and hand opening), with results indicating a user preference to use 

simultaneous control strategies [19]. However, forearm rotation was not one of the tested 

motions and a virtual arm was used for analysis.  

The challenge faced with PR classifiers is in regards to the number of permutations that 

exist when distinguishing between motion classes for simultaneous output. For instance, 

if a transradial prosthesis is to be equipped with a wrist rotator and a single degree of 
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freedom electric hand, the classifier needs to be trained with several different user inputs: 

hand open, hand close, pronation, supination, hand open and pronation, hand open and 

supination, hand close and pronation, hand close and supination, and a null motion class 

(no output performed). In this case, to provide simultaneous control of two degrees of 

freedom, nine separate motion classes need to exist. A PR classifier algorithm providing 

control to a prosthesis within a dynamic environment will have to discriminate between 

all of these cases continuously.  A change in the position or orientation of the residual 

limb will also change the pattern seen by the control system [20]. Attempting to add 

multiple degrees of freedom in both the prosthetic hand and wrist with simultaneous 

control poses a formidable challenge. If proportional control (velocity control) is desired, 

and often it is, the limits of pattern recognition algorithms alone, become apparent. 

Targeted muscle reinnervation (TMR) surgery has been used to offer simultaneous 

control to myoelectric users in the past [21], with success. This procedure provides a 

more intuitive control strategy, as the nerves that are involved are used to drive the same 

output in the prosthesis (e.g. electric hand motion) as the nerves did before the 

amputation took place. This results in a direct control strategy [22] which is conducive to 

a simultaneous output, as output motions of the prosthesis have independent control 

inputs. This also allows for proportional strategies to be more easily implemented, giving 

the user more control in directing the prosthetic device’s function.  

 TMR surgery has so far been limited to amputations at levels proximal to the transradial 

amputation (transhumeral, shoulder disarticulation) [21][23]. Performing the TMR 

surgery at the transradial level (following an amputation), or any level distal to the elbow 

has the potential to vastly increase the available (and distinct) user inputs to drive both a 
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multi-axis wrist unit and an articulating hand. When coupled with a PR strategy, the 

ability to distinguish further movements or intentions from the user may increase. This is 

an important area of research that has yet to be explored, where PR algorithms extract 

data from a TMR procedure that has redirected nerves in the forearm. The number and 

fidelity of the user initiated inputs signals that are possible could vastly improve the 

resolution of control of the prosthesis. 

2.6 Invasive Options 

Though non-invasive techniques were the focus of this research, invasive techniques 

aside from TMR have also shown success in offering independent control of hand and 

wrist movement.  

An implantable Neodymium-Iron-Boron magnet was the focus of work performed by 

Rouse et al at Northwestern University [24]. It was shown that a magnet implanted into 

the bone of a residual limb had the potential to relay rotational information to an array of 

sensors within a prosthetic socket. A physical model of this control mechanism was 

created to verify the ability to accurately track rotation, though patient testing was not 

within the scope of this particular project. However, the work does identify the 

challenges associated with elasticity and compliance that the soft tissues, remnant 

muscles, and skin surrounding the residual limb have on capturing rotation of the 

underlying bone. 

The Alfred Mann Foundation (AMF) has recently initiated a case study with Walter Reed 

Medical Center to test the Implantable Myoelectric Sensors (IMES), wireless EMG 

sensors implanted into the patient’s forearm that detect muscle contractions [25][26]. For 
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the transradial patient, the system provides up to three simultaneous degrees of freedom: 

wrist rotation, hand opening and closing, and thumb actuation. Functional improvement 

in the study by Pasquina [25] had been shown, with successive testing using the 

Southampton Hand Assessment Procedure (SHAP) [27] and the Box and Blocks test 

[28]. The device does require the user to wear a waist mounted battery pack and control 

interface and is tethered to the socket with a cable. This alone may limit its acceptance by 

some patients, but the system is still in the testing phase; further analysis would be 

premature at this time. 

A joint project between Sahlgrenska University Hospital and Chalmers University of 

Technology (Gothenburg, Sweden) has produced a prosthetic solution involving 

implanted electrodes and osseointegration technology for a transradial user [29]. The 

osseointegration technique consists of a titanium fixture that connects to the bone of the 

residual limb. This titanium screw is then connected to an abutment that protrudes 

beyond the skin, where it is linked to a prosthesis. This allows the prosthesis to track the 

user’s motion to a further degree than a traditional socket; movement associated with soft 

tissue has been eliminated. As suspension is handled by the implanted fixture, the 

suspension provided by an inner socket (e.g. supracondylar) is no longer required, 

resulting in a low profile solution which is easier to don/doff, with a reduction in both 

perceived and actual weight. The use of implantable electrodes addresses many of the 

concerns with surface electrodes including stabilization on residuum, cross-talk, signal 

integrity with perspiration or dry skin, and consistent skin contact. 

It must be noted that not all prosthesis users will be candidates for the invasive 

procedures of osseointegration, implantable electrodes, and TMR. This is highly 
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dependent on the state of the residuum (muscles, bones), the ability or willingness to take 

part in revision surgery (age, health concerns), and the associated neuropathic pain and 

recuperation required when nerve cells are being operated on.   

2.7 Compensatory Motions, Repetitive Strain Injuries and Overuse  

Compensatory motions are movements performed when a physical or neurological 

impairment prevents a person from completing an action. For prosthesis users, the 

movements differ from the observable motion of an individual with a healthy limb. These 

motions accommodate for the decreased functionality resulting from an amputation and 

are made in an attempt to reduce the physical movement at any one joint and other mental 

loads placed on the prosthesis user’s body. For example, if the person has a shoulder 

injury, they may reduce the motion of the shoulder and bend further at the waist to 

achieve a position for completing a task. For a given joint, the compensatory range of 

motion in a prosthesis user is much larger than that of an injury to an intact limb, as the 

complete absence of a joint eliminates the achievable positions for the adjacent limb 

segment, instead of simply reducing the range. Isolated instances of compensatory 

motion will generally not affect the user. However, repeated compensatory motions 

outside the typical range of the joint can increase stress on the muscle and joint and can 

increase the potential for an over use injury, such as a repetitive strain injury (RSI) [30]. 

There have recently been a handful of studies that focus on compensatory motions of 

upper limb prosthetics users [3][31][32][33]. The work by Carey [31] found that users 

may compensate for limb loss with different motions and that these depend on the 

specific tasks they want to accomplish. For example, an increase in range of motion of 
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the torso may be a compensation for one activity, but another activity might require an 

increase in shoulder angle. This dependency on task is an important criterion that must be 

considered when an assessment is developed to evaluate the improvement in a new type 

of prosthesis and its effect on reducing RSIs.  Unfortunately, the majority of studies on 

RSI [34][35][36][37] have been related to other activities (e.g. baseball pitching, 

telephone usage, injection molding).  There has been little work so far in the effect of 

compensatory motions of prosthesis users and long term implications of RSI. Based on a 

survey of unilateral amputee subjects, Jones [38] found that 50% of survey respondents 

developed problems in the intact limb. Some of these were due to overuse of the 

remaining limb, but other factors (arthritis, carpal tunnel, etc.) were also present. To 

improve patient functional assessment, awkward postures and movements need to be 

identified. Improvements in prosthetic technology can then be validated, by investigating 

whether they reduce these awkward motions. Using this framework, the prosthesis design 

presented in this work was analyzed and assessed to see the effect it had on compensatory 

motions. 

Assessing compensatory motions in the shoulder, or any movement of the shoulder joint, 

has been accomplished in previous research. When done with a non-invasive method 

(e.g. motion capture), there is no agreed upon standard and several researchers have 

discussed the complexities involved in measuring the kinematics of the upper extremity 

when it comes to the shoulder’s motion [39][40][41]. An expanded discussion on this 

topic is provided in Chapter 5 when defining how the shoulder angle is measured.  
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Chapter 3: Design of Research Prosthesis  

The design of a transradial prosthetic device that offers independent hand and wrist 

control was not trivial. This chapter begins by establishing the framework for powered 

wrist motion. A pilot study is then detailed in which a prosthetic jig was fabricated and 

worn by a prosthesis user that allowed for two independent outputs. The performance of 

this test device led to an empirical assessment of the interaction of a prosthetic device 

with the user. This approach allowed the prosthesis user to enter the design phase early 

on in the project and provided a platform for observing mechanical fit and residual limb 

motion within a pseudo-prosthetic environment. Observations made at this point had an 

effect on how a wrist control strategy was developed, and objective assessments were 

made as to whether theoretical control strategies needed to be ejected from the list of 

potential control solutions because of the difficulty in practical implementation. A few of 

these strategies have been preserved in this thesis to illustrate the process. 

Following the pilot study, the final proposal for a research prosthesis is presented. The 

proposed design encompassed mechanical design, electrical considerations and 

electronics selection, and software development.  

The development of the research prosthesis presented herein involves the redesign of the 

conventional myoelectric prosthetic socket. The prosthetic socket is always a custom 

made socket and forearm section that is fabricated in the clinic. As a result, it is the 

socket fabrication phase that is most receptive to changes and augmentation. It is in this 

phase that design efforts were focused.  
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3.1 Design Criteria 

The decision was made to decouple the input for wrist motion from the input for hand 

function. This ensured a dedicated control input for the wrist unit. Harnessing the user’s 

forearm rotation and translating it into a viable electrical signal for controlling a wrist 

rotator was the goal. Ideally, direct simultaneous control would result that utilized 

intuitive control from the user, reflecting the natural motion of the anatomical limb. At 

the very least, the need to initiate a co-contraction to switch between hand and wrist 

function was eliminated. 

The design of the research prosthesis was divided into two parts. The first involved 

creating the conditions for rotation with the user’s remaining residual limb. The second 

involved measuring the rotation and sending this information to the controller. A decision 

is then made to rotate the electric wrist clockwise, counter clockwise, or not to rotate. 

These issues needed to be solved together, as the manner in which the residuum is 

allowed to rotate can dictate how that rotation is measured.  

3.2 Patient Criteria 

The ideal candidate with whom to test the research prosthesis was a patient that had an 

acquired traumatic amputation of medium length (40-60% of natural limb) and who 

already used a two-site myoelectric prosthesis. An inner socket that is designed to capture 

pronation and supination necessitates an intimate fit on the residuum. Any scarring would 

have made the socket uncomfortable for the patient to wear and deter them from 

participating in the study. The medium length of the patient’s residual limb provided a 

good starting point for the research prosthesis.  Longer residual limbs lack space between 
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the inner and outer socket in which electronics, sensors and wrist units can be placed. The 

maximum length of the prosthesis is defined by the length of the contra-lateral limb (in a 

unilateral patient) [4]. Shorter residual limbs indicate a shorter radial bone, and with the 

reduced range of motion that results, the chance of detecting a rotation signal is reduced.  

Users who employ a wrist rotator and those that do not could be subjects for testing this 

research prosthesis. It should be mentioned that many users with unilateral amputations 

have already forgone the use of a wrist rotator. In addition to the added weight, moment 

and patience required to use the rotator, many users will opt to employ their opposite 

hand if the forearm rotation is required. Therefore, a willingness to use the new prosthesis 

with the wrist rotator can also be seen as a measure of success for the device. 

3.3 Pilot Study with Prosthetic Jig 

The pilot study was initiated to ascertain the impact of a prosthesis user wearing a device 

that incorporated an electric wrist rotator controlled with forearm rotation.   

For this study, as the point of control for the user was forearm rotation, the plaster cast 

was compressed on both sides of the residuum as depicted in Figure 3.1. This allowed the 

inner socket to more closely follow the underlying bone (i.e. the radius) when the user 

rotated there forearm. 

 

Figure 3.1 Compression of cast around residuum 
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The inner socket of the prosthetic jig that was fabricated consisted of a flexible liner and 

a rigid shell. The liner is made of Seaflex 200 thermoplastic (North Sea Plastics) with 

circumferential fenestrations that are distal to the position of the surface electrodes in the 

inner socket. Figure 3.2 shows the liner inside the rigid inner socket. The proximal brim 

area provided a rigid suspension point over the humeral condyles and rigid structure in 

which surface electrodes could be mounted. The distal end of the liner was covered by a 

rigid distal end cap that caught the forearm rotation. Without the distal end cap, the 

residual forearm would rotate within the liner material as it has an elastic and flexible 

nature; it was unable to track the forearm without the additional circumferential pressure 

from the rigid cap. This design allowed for the distal portion of the liner to rotate with 

respect to the proximal end which resides inside the inner socket. 

 

Figure 3.2 Liner and inner socket allowing rotation (left) and testing apparatus (right) 

Figure 3.2 shows the test jig apparatus that linked the rigid inner socket to the distal wrist 

rotator and hand with two aluminum uprights. The system is powered with a 7.2 V (1200 

mAh) lithium battery and controlled with a microcontroller (Arduino UNO, Arduino). 

Two 3-axis accelerometers are used to calculate a tilt angle (relative rotation angle 

between sensors) and elbow flexion. Though a potentiometer was used in the final 

design, it was not known during the pilot study if the physical rotation would be about a 

pure anatomical axis, justifying the use of the 3-axis accelerometers. 
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Figure 3.2 also shows the physical link between the distal end of the residuum and the 

proximal end of the wrist unit. The link is made with a silicone coupler (Dragon Skin, 

Smooth-On), and placed between two plastic casings made of polylactic acid (PLA). 

These held the two accelerometers use to calculate rotation.  

When the jig was placed on the user’s forearm, the coupler restricted the lateral 

movement of the residuum to a smaller envelope but allowed for torsion. When the elbow 

was flexed at 90 degrees the user was able to control the wrist rotator and hand 

independently. This became difficult however, when the elbow was flexed beyond 90 

degrees and shoulder flexion and abduction were introduced.  The silicone coupler also 

stretched along the longitudinal axis of the forearm when rotating away from the neutral 

position, indicating that the distance between the distal end of the residuum and the wrist 

rotator was not static. This is a result of the way in which the radial bone rotates around 

the ulna; there is a small translation of the end of the radius towards and away from the 

wrist unit. This pistoning action is a natural motion and must not be restricted in a final 

design. The use of this particular silicone for the coupler mechanism allowed for 

compliance and made the liner easy to rotate, but was at the cost of allowing 

unacceptable levels of lateral deflection (Figure 3.3). A more rigid alternative needed to 

be found that would allow for torsion while allowing for the wrist unit to follow the 

trajectory of the residuum more closely. 

 

Figure 3.3 Coupling between residuum and forearm 
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3.4 Lessons from Pilot Study 

There were several important observations that the pilot study provided which helped in 

improving the performance of the prosthesis. The coupling mechanism needed to become 

more rigid, as the flexibility of the silicone still allowed for lateral movement of the 

forearm. Imposing restrictions on lateral movements reduced the motion, but this had to 

be balanced with maintaining an acceptable level of pronation and supination, as this was 

the quantity being measured. Figure 3.4 shows the forearm in pronated, neutral, and 

supinated positions. 

   

Figure 3.4 Forearm rotation in pronated (left), neutral (centre), and supinated (right) positions 

At 90 degrees of elbow flexion, forearm rotation encompassed approximately 90 degrees 

of rotation for the particular prosthesis user shown in Figure 3.4. This range of motion 

only existed when a prosthesis was not being worn. The weight of the prosthesis and 

level of elbow flexion considerably restricted the amount of forearm rotation that was 

available to be measured. The remaining forearm rotation was used as an input to the 

control system, but this was also based on the highly speculative assumption that the 

complete remaining range of rotation when wearing a prosthesis could be measured. 

There was an appreciable loss of forearm rotation as the interaction of the interface 

between the distal end of the socket and the underlying radial bone is unpredictable. 
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Designs of the coupling mechanism needed to accept these realities and minimize the 

impact. 

The prosthesis user also had difficulty raising the prosthesis, as more flexion seemed to 

be required to place the hand in the desired location. This was a result of the silicone 

coupler being aligned between the central of the forearm and the central axis of the wrist 

unit. The flexibility of the silicone also prevented the distal wrist and hand from tracking 

with the user’s forearm when the elbow was flexed upward, up until the silicone reached 

its maximum stretch point and became taught. This was shown in Figure 3.4 and 

presented a problem, as the user felt that they needed to lift the prosthesis higher than 

they should. The axis of forearm rotation is offset (towards the ulna) from the central axis 

of the forearm. This means that though rotation occurs about a point below the forearm 

axis (when the arm is held at 90 degrees of elbow flexion), the central axis of the 

prosthesis needs to be raised back to the level of the central axis of the residual forearm. 

This is important as the prosthetic hand and wrist rotator are aligned with the forearm 

axis and not the centre of rotation (ulna). The mechanical design of the prosthesis needed 

to allow for rotation to occur about the ulna, but maintain the wrist unit on the forearm 

axis. 

As a result of the lateral movements of the forearm, there was a lateral movement of the 

proximal accelerometer with respect to the distal accelerometer. The accelerometers 

showed an unacceptable level of error when detecting forearm rotation. The algorithm for 

detecting rotation (described in the Appendix A) relied on the two accelerometers 

remaining parallel to each other and centred about the rotation axis. As a result of the 

lateral movements of the forearm during rotation, the calculated angle between the 
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accelerometers did not accurately represented the rotation of the forearm, moreover, the 

desired position of the prosthetic hand was difficult to achieve. The accelerometers were 

also in line with the forearm axis; ideally they should have been placed on the ulna’s axis, 

which is the physical point of rotation of the forearm. This would have been the optimal 

position for detection rotation. 

3.5 Final Mechanical Design 

Building the inner socket and liner represented the first stage in fabricating the prosthesis. 

A thin liner material (2 mm) was chosen, over which a rigid inner socket was fabricated. 

The front end of the distal end cap was ground flat, in a plane perpendicular to the 

rotation axis. After donning the socket, the prosthesis user was asked to rotate the 

forearm and the centre of rotation was marked on the socket, along with the central axis 

of the forearm. Figure 3.5 shows both these positions.  

 

Figure 3.5 Location of rotation and forearm axes 

The central axis of the forearm and centre of rotation represent two reference axes that 

aid in aligning the rotation mechanism, the wrist unit and prosthetic hand. 

The next step in the mechanical assembly was to link the distal end cap with the wrist 

rotator. Both of these points represent rotation mechanisms that reside on different axes. 

 

 

Forearm axis 

Rotation axis 
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A hollow ½-20 machine bolt was attached to the distal end of the residuum. The bolt was 

centred onto the rotation axis and perpendicular to the transverse plane of rotation. Figure 

3.6 shows the bolt on the socket. 

 

Figure 3.6 Position of bolt on axis 

A sleeve bearing made of Delrin was placed onto the bolt and fastened down with a hex 

nut. Delrin is a polymer material that has a high tensile strength, impact resistance, and is 

light weight. This made it an appropriate material to use in prosthetics application. It is 

readily available and is often used in passive upper limb prosthesis as an attachment point 

for terminal devices. It is also easily machined which is important as it holds the rotation 

sensors and acts as a conduit for electrode leads and the sensor wire harness. Figure 3.7 

shows the machined bearing with holes drilled for electrode leads.  

 

Figure 3.7 Machined sleeve bearing with proximal accelerometer inserted 

The sleeve bearing measures 5.08 cm diameter and has a thickness of 2.54 cm. Though 

the thickness may seem excessive, the sleeve provides a load bearing.  This is necessary 
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as much of the load bearing surface between the proximal socket and the distal end cap 

has been removed to allow for rotation, as can be seen in Figure 3.6. 

Figure 3.8 shows the order of the components that are distal to the sleeve bearing. 

Understanding the assembly of the components provides a reference to facilitate 

discussion about alignment and fabrication of the forearm section. 

 

Figure 3.8 Assembly of the components 

The sleeve bearing (A) was fastened to the bolt on the distal end cap by a hex nut (B). 

When the user rotated the forearm, the bearing rotated within the sleeve bearing housing 

(D). This housing was fixed to the forearm section that was fabricated later. The housing 

was longer than the bearing. Foam spacers (C) were used to maintain the bearing’s 

position inside the housing. Attached to the front of the housing was an aluminum flange 

(E) that connected to a second distal flange (F). The distal flange was offset from the 

proximal flange by a distance equal to the offset between the rotation axis of the ulna and 

the central axis of the forearm. In this way, the distal components were raised to a level 

that was in line with the forearm and position, and the wrist unit and prosthetic hand were 

placed where the user expected them to be. The distal flange was attached to the 

lamination collar (G), which accepts the electric wrist rotator (H). 

 A       B         C              D       E        F          G           H
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Figure 3.9 Assembled components on socket 

Figure 3.9 shows the components assembled on the socket. The green tape shows the 

outline that the forearm section will need to follow. The inner radius of the forearm 

section needs to have a circular diameter that is larger than the largest diameter of the 

oval shaped distal end cap. Figure 3.10 shows the outline.  

 

Figure 3.10 Cross-section of right forearm in prosthesis 

If the outer forearm section was shaped to match the oval shape of the distal end cap, this 

would cause a physical interference with the pronation and supination trajectory. 

Physically, the distal end cap would likely bind to the forearm section when the residuum 

was rotated and the user would be forced to overcome the friction to bring the distal end 

cap back to neutral. The circular shape of the forearm section was also conducive to 

accepting the lamination collar for the wrist, as the collar also has a circular profile. It 

Inside of forearm section 

Distal end cap 

Residuum 

Radius and ulna bone 

Pronation profile 

Supination Profile 
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also provides a more uniform diameter if a cosmetic glove is placed over the hand and 

forearm section. 

The final stage in the mechanical assembly involved the outer forearm. Paraffin wax was 

used to create the outer shape of the forearm, over which a lamination of nylon 

stockinette and liquid resin were vacuumed formed (Figure 3.11). The forearm section 

was built in two parts. The first provided the overall shape and incorporates components 

up to and including the proximal flange. The second outer lamination starts with the 

distal flange and the lamination collar.  

 

Figure 3.11 Laminating the outer forearm 

Figure 3.12 shows the three sections of the prosthesis disassembled. The electrodes have 

been inserted into the proximal end of the inner socket. The distal end cap (not shown) is 

inserted into the middle section, and the liner has been split into two parts. The next 

chapter addresses the electronic components that were be placed in each of these sections. 

 

Figure 3.12 Modular prosthesis design 
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Chapter 4: Electrical Components and Software 

This chapter describes the onboard electronics and software control strategies used by the 

research prosthesis. The chapter describes the layout of the onboard electrical systems in 

the prosthesis and addresses the augmentation in control inputs to turn the wrist unit. 

During the testing process, three different types of sensors were used: accelerometers, 

Hall effect sensors, and potentiometers. The final control strategy involving a single 

potentiometer is presented in this chapter. The accelerometer and Hall effect sensor 

control strategies (and associated programming) are discussed in the Appendix A.  

4.1 Research Prosthesis Wrist Signals 

In the research prosthesis, the source of the wrist signal was altered. A microcontroller 

unit receives an input from a sensor and outputs a motor signal (through an H-bridge) to 

turn the wrist motor in the desired direction. The output of this bridge was connected to 

the wrist input on the back of the wrist unit. The power input for the hand and motor 

controller was sourced directly from the battery. The same battery also supplied power to 

the microcontroller system. Figure 4.1 shows the electrical layout for the power, sensor, 

and signals in the prosthesis. Further discussion of specifications of the microcontroller, 

sensors and electronics shown in Figure 4.1 can be found in the Appendix A.  

4.2 Research Prosthesis Specifics  

In standard prosthesis fittings, the battery only supplies power to one of the terminal 

devices at a time, either the hand or wrist. In this system, the battery is supplying power 

to both at the same time, which reduces the amount of time the prosthesis can be used. It 

was important that the prosthesis remained portable, to be able to do assessment testing.  
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Figure 4.1 Component diagram for research prosthesis (made with Fritzing™) 

4.2.1 Potentiometer based angle measurement 

A low profile potentiometer, measuring 2.2 mm in thickness, was used to measure the 

rotation, both pronation and supination angles. The variable potentiometer voltage is a 

representation of the rotation angle.   The potentiometer used in this application was a 

Panasonic EVWAE that can measure 343 degrees of rotation. It was actuated through a 

stainless steel D-shaft (D profile) that was attached inside of the hollow ½-20 bolt on the 

distal end cap (Figure 4.2). The potentiometer was positioned onto D-shaft, but was 

affixed to the forearm section. The potentiometer does not move. The shaft rotates and 

causes the change in voltage output. 
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Figure 4.2 D-shaft position (left), and potentiometer in position (right) 

The value read by the Arduino unit was not a rotation angle but a value from 0 to 1023, 

mapped from 0 V to 5 V after conversion by the analog-to-digital convertor (ADC). As a 

result, a rotation angle does not need to be calculated, a value simply needs to be set for 

pronation and supination limits. Ideally, neutral position should correspond to a median 

value of 512 (1023 / 2). The pronation angle corresponds to a value less than the median 

value, and the supination value is a value above the median value. These trigger values 

were determined empirically, and needed to be adjustable. For this reason, two additional 

trigger setting potentiometers were used so that the wiper on these could be turned to fine 

tune the trigger limits for the user. These secondary potentiometers are external to the 

prosthesis and did not require additional space. 

4.2.2 Electric Wrist Rotator and Prosthetic Hand 

The chosen wrist unit can operate at 7.2 V and has a maximum speed of 32 rpm (1.13 Nm 

of torque) at this voltage. If the wrist was supplied with 12 V, the speed could increase to 

61 rpm (1.58 Nm of torque). The actual output speed was dictated by the preference of 

the user, and what they could comfortably control. This may change as the user becomes 

more comfortable with the system, but in this study the maximum speed at 7.2 V was not 

used. The motor controller also has an upper limit on the amount of current it can source 

for the wrist rotator. This is below the maximum amount the wrist rotator can handle, 
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which means the wrist rotator is protected from drawing excessive amounts of current if 

there is an excessive amount of torque placed on the hand while it is rotation.  

4.2.3 Wrist Rotator Control Strategy 

Control of the electric wrist follows a velocity control scheme, which is common with 

prosthetic control in general (e.g. prosthetic hand, wrist, elbow).  The DC motor is 

controlled through an open loop which allowed for the motor to turn at a desired speed 

(set speed or varying), but the position of the motor was not controlled. Depending on the 

torque required by the motor (which is dependent on the load inertia from the motor and 

attached load, such as the hand or grasped object), the motor required a certain amount of 

current to maintain the torque needed to achieve the desired speed. This current is usually 

limited for safety reasons. In the research prosthesis, there is a current limiting 

potentiometer in the motor controller. 

4.2.4 Configure / Calibration for User 

Before any training or testing with the research prosthesis began, the device was 

configured to optimize signals from the user. When the user rotates the forearm to initiate 

rotation of the wrist unit, they may inadvertently send a signal to open or close the 

prosthetic hand. A calibration of the hand signals was performed to accommodate the 

new signals for the wrist. 

The dual site control scheme employed requires a signal from the electrodes to cross a 

threshold before the associated action can be activated for that particular electrode 

channel. For example, the electrode for closing the hand (forearm flexor muscles) 

produces an EMG signal when the user contracts. This signal needs to be above a certain 

threshold before the prosthetic hand reacts.  
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The threshold level can be adjusted to the user’s preference. If the user can initiate a 

strong signal, the threshold may be raised. If the user has a weak signal, the threshold can 

be lowered. There is also an amplification of the EMG signal that can be increased or 

reduced as necessary. The amplification and threshold settings are set with the software 

packages that accompany the prosthetic devices.  In addition to the software EMG 

amplification, the electrode package also has a physical amplification that can be adjusted 

manually. These controls can be used to optimize the threshold and electrode 

amplification levels to work with the wrist control strategy, ensuring that that the user 

could activate the hand without turning the wrist rotator, or do both outputs at the same 

time if desired.  

The first step was to adjust the threshold levels for wrist rotation only. The user was 

asked to pronate and supinate from one extreme to the other, with the intention of 

activating the wrist rotator without activating the hand. The EMG signals that appear on 

both the flexor and extensor channels were noted at this time. The threshold values were 

then set at a level above the maximum EMG signal achieved on both channels. This 

ensured that the hand would not activate when only a wrist rotation is desired. The user 

was then asked to open and close the hand, and the amplification settings were adjusted 

until the user was able to activate both open and close functions reliably (without forearm 

rotation). The functionality of the prosthesis was tested at this point, for different tasks 

and at different positions of the elbow, and adjustments were made accordingly. 
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Chapter 5: Experimental Method 

5.1 Overview 

The assessments were designed to test forearm rotation, whether this was an anatomically 

intact wrist or a prosthetic wrist rotator. In both situations the ability to rotate the hand 

about the longitudinal axis of the forearm was beneficial in completing the exercise. The 

aim was to observe if the prosthesis user would actively utilize the wrist rotator instead of 

simply rotating the shoulder joint to pre-position the hand. This additional shoulder 

rotation was seen as a movement to compensate for the reduction in degrees of freedom 

of the upper limb in a prosthesis user. To get an indication of the level of compensatory 

movement, able-bodied users also completed the assessments.  

5.2 Assessment Tools – Box and Blocks 

The Box and Blocks test was designed as a training tool [28] that was adapted for 

assessment by Stubblefield and colleagues [21]. It is a procedure where small 2.5 cm 

square blocks are moved from one box, over a short wall (barrier), and into another box. 

The number of blocks a person can move in one minute is recorded. This test measures 

manual dexterity for persons with physical impairments and lends itself well to 

measuring the ability of a prosthesis user to grasp and move small objects. 

Subjects were seated at a table (box at table edge) and asked to reach into the box on their 

right side and grasp a single block. It was deposited into a box on the other side of the 

barrier. A timer was started by the researcher and stopped after one minute, at which 

point the test was over. The test was repeated from a standing position, with the table at 

hip height. 
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5.3 Assessment Tools – Clothespin Relocation Test 

The clothespin relocation test is a training procedure (using the Rolyan Graded Pinch 

Exerciser - Patterson Medical) that was deployed as an assessment tool. It aims to test the 

range of motion and coordination of the upper extremity. Clothespins are moved between 

the middle horizontal rod and onto a vertical rod. This is an ideal test to evaluate the 

separate opening and closing of the hand and independent wrist control. Over-rotation of 

the shoulder is also easily identified. This test was only performed from a standing 

position.  

5.3.1 Clothespin Test Protocol 

The protocol for the clothespin test used here differs from that used in other work [42] 

and warrants further explanation. The Pinch Exerciser’s base was placed at the edge of an 

adjustable table at the subject’s hip height. The subject placed the hand under test at their 

side. Prosthesis users started with the prosthetic hand in the closed position. Three red 

clothespins were evenly placed across the horizontal rod, angled upward forming a right 

angle as shown in Figure 5.1.  The researcher would always place the clothespin in a 

manner such that the metal rod sits in the circular groove of the clothespin. A timer was 

placed on the table, on the side of the hand under assessment.  

 

Figure 5.1 Clothespin at right angle with base unit 
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5.3.2 Testing 

The assessment was comprised of two separate tests. The first involved moving all three 

clothespins upward, from the horizontal rod onto the vertical bar. The second test began 

with the clothespins on the vertical rod, angled at 45 degrees towards the assessment 

hand, and the subject moved clothespins downward to the horizontal rod. The upward test 

was initiated with the clothespins placed onto the three black demarcation positions of the 

horizontal rod (Figure 5.2). The subject was instructed to place the clothespins as close to 

the corresponding demarcations on the vertical rod, or the horizontal rod if the 

clothespins were being moved downward.  

 

Figure 5.2 Clothespin placement on horizontal and vertical rod 

Whether the left hand or right hand was under assessment could also influence how the 

test was performed. Therefore, a total of four separate assessment exercises could be 

performed with the clothespin test: Left-Upward, Left-Downward, Right-Upward, and 

Right-Downward. Which clothespin the subject decided to move first is usually a 

decision that is made by the subject. However, to allow simple comparisons between 

prosthesis users and able-bodied subjects to be made, the starting order and destination 

for each clothespin was defined for each of the four assessment exercises and these are 

illustrated in Figure 5.3. These paths were chosen to ensure ease of task completion by 

the prostheses users as they removed the need to place a prosthetic hand between two 
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adjacent clothespins. This was a greater concern when moving the clothespins upward as 

there is a smaller distance between the clothespins.      

 

Figure 5.3 Constrained assessments paths, Left-up (a), Left-down (b), Right-up (c), Right-down (d) 

When the prosthetic hand and anatomical hand follow the same path, insight can be 

gained as to what movements are necessitated by the wrist, elbow, shoulder and trunk to 

properly position the hand throughout the task along the same path.  This allowed for 

compensations to be studied in the prosthesis user as the intended motion of the hand was 

defined. Deviations (compensatory motions) could then be properly identified, and 

improvements to a prosthetic device can be evaluated.  

The subject stood in front of the pinch exerciser with fixed feet, shoulders square with the 

table, with the assessment hand by their side and the opposite hand holding the side of the 

base unit. The timer was started by the subject with the assessment hand and stopped with 

the same hand after three clothespins had been relocated, at which point the researcher 

recorded the time. If a clothespin was dropped or feet left the floor, the timer was reset 

and the test was repeated. The time it takes to relocate all three pins for both upward and 

downward motion was recorded. A cycle comprised of these two directions. Five 

complete cycles were recorded during an assessment session. 
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5.4 Participants 

For this study, prosthesis users and able bodied subjects performed both assessment tasks 

and had their results compared. The prosthesis users also performed a second testing 

session with the research prosthesis. All subjects were assessed in the Motion Capture lab 

at the Institute of Biomedical Engineering. Prosthesis users were recruited by the 

Occupational Therapist and Prosthetist at the Atlantic Clinic for Upper Limb Prosthetics, 

when they were visiting the clinic for routine maintenance of their assistive device. Able-

bodied subjects were recruited using an electronic posting on the “MyUNB News” daily 

email bulletin for the Fredericton campus of the University of New Brunswick. In total, 

thirteen able-bodied subjects were recruited and one prosthesis user. 

5.4.1 Prosthesis User 

The prosthesis user in this study had a unilateral acquired traumatic amputation resulting 

in a medium length residual limb. This forearm criterion ensured ample forearm rotation 

existed to use as a control signal for the research prosthesis. The prosthetic device was a 

two-site myoelectric prosthesis which reduced the cognitive effort required to operate 

both the hand and wrist simultaneously. Only experienced clients of the Atlantic Clinic 

for Upper Limb Prosthetics were approached for this study. An experienced client is one 

that has been using a myoelectric prosthesis for longer than 12 months.  

It is important to note that the prosthesis user wore their prosthesis on their right side and 

used a single degree of freedom hand (open/close). Regardless of side dominance prior to 

the user’s amputation, the sound limb becomes the dominant hand as it has more 

dexterity and function than the prosthesis bearing side. For a unilateral prosthesis user, 
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the prosthesis is used in a non-dominant supporting role [43]. This fact also influenced 

the type of able-bodied subjects that were used for comparison.  

5.4.2 Able-Bodied Subjects 

All able-bodied subjects (13 subjects) were individuals with left-hand dominance. This 

ensured that their non-dominant hand was on the right side, matching the non-dominant 

hand of the prosthesis user. This decreased the complexity (and duration) of the 

clothespin assessment as only the Right-hand assessments needed to be performed. The 

vertical rod is also on the right side of the Pinch Exerciser which prevents the subjects 

from needing to reach across their torso to place a clothespin.  

5.5 Procedure 

All testing occurred in the Motion Capture lab at the IBME. Before testing could begin 

the subject reviewed and signed the consent form (Appendix D). This was followed by 

the motion capture session for both assessment tasks, and finally the subject filled out the 

Subject Information Form (SIF) that requested anthropometric data (limb dimensions), 

type of prosthesis (if applicable) and other information deemed pertinent to the study. 

The SIF collected anthropometric data related to lengths, widths and distances of specific 

boney landmarks on the able-bodied subjects and the prosthesis users. The information 

obtained was used to properly analyze the motion capture data and calculate joint 

trajectories. For prosthesis users, this form also included measurements that would allow 

the prosthetist to fabricate a research prosthesis as well. A copy of this form is included 

in the Appendix E. 
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5.5.1 Data Capture  

Motion analysis of the subjects was performed using the Vicon M-Cam motion system 

(Oxford Metrics, Oxford, England). The Motion Lab at the IBME uses 8 infrared cameras 

which were mounted on adjustable tripods and wall brackets. The two dimensional 

coordinate information of reflective markers was sent to a computer where software 

reconstructed the three dimensional positions of the markers.  Further details of the Vicon 

setup used in this study can be found in the Appendix A.  

5.6 Lab Protocol 

The equipment and cameras in the room were positioned as shown in Figure 5.4. Prior to 

performing the assessment exercises and the parallel motion capture session, 

measurements were taken of the subject’s arm, forearm, wrist and hand. These were later 

used to facilitate joint angle calculations. The subject wore a fitted shirt that would allow 

for the markers to be attached to boney landmarks on the body.  

 

Figure 5.4 Layout of lab equipment for testing 

The marker set used in this study was modified from earlier motion capture experiments 

performed at the IBME by Zinck [3], Ross [44], and Pick [45]. The complete list and 

placement procedure can be found in the Appendix A. After the data was captured it was 

processed in the Vicon Workstation software to ensure complete trajectories and fill any 
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gaps that result from marker occlusions. This standard procedure is detailed in the 

Appendix A. All marker trajectories are filtered with a Zero lag 4
th

-order Butterworth 

filter with a 5 Hz cutoff frequency.  

5.7 Creating Local Coordinate Systems 

Data was exported from the Vicon software into Matlab for processing. The imported 

data contained the marker name and the x, y, and z coordinate of the markers. These were 

then used to define local coordinate systems. Three local coordinate systems (pelvis, 

trunk, head) and three local measurement angles were created (shoulder, elbow, wrist). 

Each of these was developed in succession. The coordinate system was named after the 

body segment or limb that it represented and consisted of 3 orthogonal axes. The motion 

of one coordinate system relative to another during the assessments tasks was analyzed to 

compare the prosthesis user to the able-bodied group.  

The general procedure to define the coordinate system requires 3 non-collinear markers 

and their position data (X, Y, Z coordinates). In this study, the motions for the pelvis, 

trunk, and head, followed the development proposed in previous motion capture studies 

[44][46], the full description of which is found in the Appendix A. The shoulder, elbow 

and wrist however, will be discussed below.    

In this study, shoulder rotation was tracked using the lateral epicondyle marker relative to 

the marker placed on the acromion process of the same side. The epicondyle marker 

movement relative to the acromion marker was not a direct measure of shoulder 

movement, but was a repeatable measure on all subjects. A three dimensional angle 

between the elbow, acromion, and right hip markers was used to define the shoulder 

angle. Elbow angle was defined as the angle between the acromion marker, the lateral 
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epicondyle marker and the marker on the radial styloid. The wrist angle that was being 

analyzed was wrist flexion and wrist extension. Two planes were created and the change 

in angle between them represented the flexion angle. On the forearm, markers at the 

radial styloid, the ulnar styloid, and the lateral epicondyle were used to define a plane. On 

the hand, the two metacarpal markers (2
nd

 and 5
th

 MCP joint) and the marker at the wrist 

centre were used to define a second plane. The angle between the normal vectors of both 

these planes was used to calculate a flexion angle. 

5.8 Relative angles between coordinate systems 

The clinically relevant angles developed by MacPhee [46], often used to describe 

biomechanics motion, were calculated between the appropriate coordinate systems, 

instead of the more familiar Euler or Cardan coordinate systems. MacPhee’s approach 

used the planar intersect method to calculate lateral tilt, flexion, and rotation of the trunk 

and head. A detailed discussion of how these angles were developed can be found in 

works of MacPhee [46] and Zinck [3]. In total, 12 angles were defined for comparison 

between the able-bodied subjects, and the prosthesis user, which are listed in Table 5.1. 

Right and left body segments represent two distinction motion sets. 

Table 5.1 Motion angles and positive direction 

Rotation Positive Direction 

Trunk Relative to Pelvis 

Lateral Tilt Dominant side 

Flexion and Extension Trunk Forward 

Rotation Dominant side 

Head Relative to Trunk 

Lateral Tilt Dominant side 

Flexion and Extension Head Forward 

Rotation Dominant side 

Angles 

Shoulder Angle Flexion/Abduction 

Elbow Flexion and Extension Flexion 

Wrist Flexion and Extension Flexion 
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Chapter 6: Results 

The results presented herein are grouped by activity, assessment task, assessment type 

(time, kinematic data, test score), and subject type.  

6.1 Observations 

The Box and Blocks assessment was limited to one trial each in the sitting and standing 

positions. The assessment can be regarded as a series of individual trials as the test 

involved a cyclic motion (grasping and placing a block) that is repeated several times in 

the allotted minute. In the clothespin test, 5 trials of both the upward assessment and the 

downward assessment were captured, as per the protocol of this test. However, only one 

trial from each was deemed acceptable for trajectory analysis, as per the trial selection 

criteria defined in Appendix A (A.9.3 and A.9.4). 

6.1.1 Markers 

For the Box and Blocks tests, the marker placed on the radial styloid often disappeared 

from view when the hand was placed into the box to grasp a block. Therefore, the marker 

could not be used to calculated wrist flexion as was intended. This was also the case in 

the clothespin test. The radial marker was also initially intended to be used to calculate 

the elbow angle. The ulnar marker filled this role, as it was much more visible to the 

cameras. The radial marker tended to move in towards the body’s centre and become 

obstructed from view by the subject’s body and the box (or clothespin test equipment). 

The forearm also rotates to a position where the radial marker pointed towards the 

ground, while the ulna marker rotated upward (pronation) and became visible to more 

cameras.  
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The lateral epicondyle marker was consistently in view across all subjects and all tests. 

This is important as it represents shoulder motion, the effects of which were the main 

focus of this study. 

6.2 Time Data 

Time data is displayed only for the clothespin assessment, as the Box and Blocks test was 

always a 1 minute timed task. Figure 6.1 displays the time to completion for all five trials 

for each person in the upward direction. The prosthesis user’s times are shown using their 

current prosthesis (plus sign). 

 

Figure 6.1 Clothespin upward assessment times for able-bodied subjects and current prosthesis (plus) 

There was an evident improvement in time of the able-bodied group to complete the 

clothespin assessment from the first to last trial, shown by the decreasing time required. 

The prosthesis user also presents with this decreasing trend, although in the fourth trial 

there is a slight increase in time. This was due to a delay in stopping the timer after the 

clothespins had been successfully relocated. On average, the prosthesis user took twice as 

long to complete the task. When the research prosthesis times are introduced (Figure 6.2), 

the trend still exists, though there are a few points worth mentioning.  Trial 1 shows the 
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fastest time to completion using the research prosthesis. However, the user displayed 

larger compensations in the trunk and humerus, as compared to the other trials. 

 

Figure 6.2 Clothespin upward assessment times, current prosthesis (plus), research prosthesis (cross) 

In trial 2, the user experienced a noticeable difficulty in stopping the movement of the 

wrist rotator during placement of the second clothespin. In the final three trials, the user 

had adapted and had learned how to more effectively start and stop the wrist rotator 

resulting in the decreases in time. This was expected, as the user was learning to use the 

research prosthesis during the exercise. The research prosthesis did result in more time 

required, but there was a benefit in the reduction of limb compensation, discussed in the 

next sections. For comparison, the prosthesis user took 12 times as long as the able-

bodied group to complete the task in the upwards direction. This however was a 

misleading observation as the evident learning curve in all participants meant that the 

earlier trials would always require more time. A more telling result was the time in the 

final trial, as the subjects have adapted to the task (and their prosthesis) by this time. In 

this framework, the prosthesis user took 2.3 and 10.8 times as long as the able-bodied 

group to complete the task using their current and the research prosthesis, respectively.  

Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 present the time to complete in the downward direction. In the 
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final trial, the average time to complete the task was 5.42 seconds, as compared to 5.46 in 

the upward direction with the able-bodied group. An improvement in time was seen again 

from first to last trial. With the current prosthesis, there was an increase in time in the 

final trial due to the prosthesis user forgetting to stop the timer after the clothespins had 

been moved. A decrease in time to complete was evident though in the first four trials for 

the user. 

 

Figure 6.3 Clothespin downward times for able-bodied subjects and current prosthesis (plus) 

When using the research prosthesis (Figure 6.4) the fastest time observed was during the 

first trial (46.2 sec). A review of the captured video showed the user excessively rotating 

the right shoulder to place the first two clothespins onto the horizontal bar. This may have 

been the result of the user focusing on completing the task as a primary objective, with 

subsequent trials used to explore the capability of the research prosthesis. In the second 

trial, the user had to reposition the hand onto the top clothespin before removing it from 

the vertical rod, which led to a delay in time to completion. This problem repeated itself 

in the third trial though the user begins to use the wrist rotator to a further degree. The 

delay in these two trials resulted from the research device’s difficulty to detect user 

intention. The prosthesis user however, displayed an ability to compensate for the device 
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and by the fourth and fifth trial was able to use the wrist rotator with greater control and 

ease, as evidence by the decreasing time to complete the task. In the final trial, the 

prosthesis user took 3.0 and 9.5 times as long to complete the task using their current 

prosthesis and research prosthesis, as compared to the able-bodied group. 

 

Figure 6.4 Clothespin downward assessment times, current prosthesis (plus), research prosthesis (cross) 

The upward and downward assessment can also be compared to each other. Figure 6.5 

shows the average times per trial in the upward assessment (black) and downward 

assessment (grey) for the abled-bodied, current prosthesis, and research prosthesis.  For 

the able-bodied group the largest difference in times was observed in trial 2 with a 

difference of 0.23 sec, which was inconsequential. Note the scale of the vertical axis in 

this figure. 

For the prosthesis user, in the final trial there was a difference of 3.97 seconds between 

the upward and downward assessment (current prosthesis), with the downward 

assessment taking longer. This result was different in the research prosthesis (cross), 

where the upward assessment takes 7.79 seconds longer than the downward. This means 

that the upward assessment required more time on the user’s part. Further conclusions 

cannot be drawn without assessing the compensatory motions. 
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of upward and downward assessment times, upward (black), downward (grey), 

able-bodied (circle), prosthesis (plus), and research prosthesis (cross) 

6.3 Box and Blocks Test Scores 

The results of the Box and Blocks tests for all subjects are shown in Figure 6.6. The 

number of blocks moved in the sitting position is shown in the grey and the standing 

scores are shown in black. The subjects are listed along the horizontal axis. Subject 14 

represents the prosthesis user. 

On average the able-bodied group moved the blocks at a rate of 1.74 sec/block when 

sitting, and 1.64 sec/block while standing. The score for each individual may be more a 

function of where the position of the blocks were (in the box) with respect to the subject’s 

torso. There has been a recent attempt to modify the Box and Blocks test to reduce the 

effect the random position of the blocks have by standardizing the location prior to 

grasping a block [47]. This has shown some success and should be considered for future 

studies with the Box and Blocks test. 

The average score achieved by the able-bodied group is 34 and 37 blocks for sitting and 

standing, respectively. The scores tended to be higher in the standing assessment, with 

only one subject performing better when sitting. 
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Figure 6.6 Box and Blocks assessment in sitting (grey) and standing (black) position, current prosthesis 

(plus), research prosthesis (cross) 

The prosthesis user achieved a score of 19 and 18 in the sitting position, with their 

current prosthesis and the research prosthesis, respectively. In the standing position, the 

score was 26 blocks with their current prosthesis and 20 with the research prosthesis. 

Directly after finishing the Box and Blocks test the user made it known that the wrist 

rotator was not useful during the Box and Blocks test. This was apparent when the user 

starting the testing by first rotating the wrist into the desired position in trial 1, and then 

the user kept the wrist position constant throughout the remainder of the trials. 

6.4 Trajectory Plots and Compensatory Motions 

Differences in angle measurement between the able-bodied subjects and the user were 

most evident in the shoulder angle, elbow angle, and trunk. In the sitting Box and Blocks 

test, trunk and head motion were minimal or were explained with synergistic motions, 

and similar results were seen when standing, though the user’s posture did see an 

improvement when standing (both prosthesis types).  For the user, the research prosthesis 

did not result in any appreciable improvement in compensatory motion. 
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Trajectories for the left arm are not shown as minimal motion occurred in these joints. 

The decision to keep the left hand in the same position throughout each test was effective 

at producing compensatory motions in the trunk, head, and right arm. It also reduced the 

chance of the left hip marker being blocked from view of the cameras. 

Though 13 able bodied subjects were used, the following plots show 3 trajectories. The 

current prosthesis trajectory is presented in grey, the research prosthesis trajectory is 

presented in black, and a typical able-bodied subject is presented in red. The typical 

trajectory is one chosen from the able-bodied subjects. A subject that was male, dropped 

the block into the box from a height (as oppose to placing it in the box), and was close in 

age to the prosthesis user was chosen. Eight plots are presented in two columns, always 

in the same order. The plots on the left are the lateral tilt, flexion, and rotation of the 

trunk followed by shoulder angle, and the plots on the right are the lateral tilt, flexion, 

and rotation of the head followed by elbow angle. This setup makes it easy to quickly 

look at related motions. For instance, the plots of lateral tilt of both the trunk and head are 

always side by side.  

6.4.1 Box and Blocks Test – Motion Trajectories 

The Box and Blocks test did not provide the insight into the function of the wrist or wrist 

unit as was initially expected. This had an effect on the trajectory data that was obtained 

and made the validity of this information questionable. The Box and Blocks trajectory 

results and related discussion can be found in Appendix B.  
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6.4.2 Clothespin Test – Motion Trajectories 

The clothespin test lends itself well to analysis between subjects and between the two 

prosthesis types. The shorter length of capture, the ordered trajectory and the standing 

position provided a much more standardized testing environment than the Box and 

Blocks test. Deviations from the motions of the able-bodied subjects were more apparent. 

Subjects with shorter torso lengths tended to perform a larger lateral tilt when placing or 

grasping the highest clothespin, to get their arm up to the desired height. Certain 

trajectories reflected the point in time where each clothespin was being placed. These 

trajectories tend to correspond to motions that are required to get the hand to the target 

area. Shoulder, elbow, and trunk flexion motions are prominent examples. 

The trajectory plots have a horizontal axis that shows the percentage of the trial. Since the 

able-bodied subjects complete the test much faster than the prosthesis user, all trajectories 

are fit to a cubic spline with 400 data points so that the trajectories are normalized to the 

start and end of the exercise. The plots display the normalized trajectories between 0% 

(start task) and 100% (end task), when the subject pushes the timer button. 

The research prosthesis trajectory had a lot more variation in trajectory. Much of this was 

from the change in eccentric loading on the residuum. This prosthesis had an active wrist 

rotator and a flexion wrist that was locked in a flexed position. The centre of mass of the 

hand created an eccentric rotation and loading about the longitudinal axis of the forearm 

when the wrist unit was active. The user was consistently compensating for this by lifting 

or lowering their arm. 

Figure 6.7 shows the motion trajectories for the clothespin upward test. 
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All 3 lateral tilt trajectories had a range of motion between 11-15 degrees. By analyzing 

the prosthesis user’s trajectory (current device) the periods in which the clothespins were 

placed onto the vertical bar can be identified, as lateral tilt was required during this 

period. The initial large trough (centred about 25%), corresponds to the first clothespin 

being placed. This resulted in the largest lateral tilt angle towards the non-dominant side 

as the user was unable to rotate the hand to a position where they could place the 

clothespin on the lowest position of the vertical rod. The user then returned to neutral to 

grasp the second clothespin. Placement of the second clothespin occurred at the minimum 

(60%), which is seen in the trajectory. The higher the clothespin needed to be placed the 

less lateral tilt was displayed by the prosthesis user. 

Though the range of motion of the lateral tilt with the research prosthesis is similar to that 

of the current device, the motion was centered about 0 degrees. Much of the range of 

motion was also a result of the user trying to start and stop the wrist rotator, as opposed to 

using the lateral tilt motion to manipulate the clothespins. The first clothespin was picked 

at 6% and placed at 14%. The placement resulted in a decrease in lateral tilt that can be 

seen in the plot. The second clothespin was picked at 30% and placed at frame 52%. The 

third clothespin was picked at 75% and placed at 97%. The research prosthesis resulted in 

a much more neutral stance during the task compared to the user’s current device. The 

able-bodied subject showed similar peaks during placement, but they are positive angles. 

The positive angles that occur 45% and 85% in the able-bodied user’s trajectory 

correspond to placement of the second and third clothespins. 
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Figure 6.7 Motion trajectories for clothespin upward test. Trajectories for current device in grey, research 

device in black, and able-bodied in red 
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The lateral tilt for the able-bodied user was primarily to achieve hand height, where the 

prosthesis user’s lateral tilt was to achieve proper position of the hand relative to the 

vertical rod. 

Head lateral tilt in all three trajectories had a larger range of motion as it was the motion 

that contributed the most in keeping the eyes focused on the task than the trunk does. The 

prosthesis user also spent more time focusing on the clothespin in both the grasping and 

the placement on the rods, than the able-bodied subject. This was shown by the wider 

peak periods in the plots. It must be remembered that the prosthesis user`s trajectories 

have been down sampled as well. 

Trunk and head flexion both produced trajectories that prominently showed the points at 

which the clothespins were placed on the vertical rod. The negative trajectories of the 

graph at the three clothespin locations corresponds to the point of placing the clothespins 

onto the vertical rod, which required that the subject lean back when lifting the arm 

upwards. The positive return to a neutral position on the plot corresponds to the point 

after the clothespin had been placed and the user bent forward to grasp the next 

clothespin. The range of motion during trunk flexion reduced from 30.4 degrees to 25.2 

degrees between the user’s current device and the research prosthesis. The research 

prosthesis also provided a more neutral position in terms of trunk flexion angle (closer to 

0 degrees). It was noticed that the decrease in trunk flexion was related to the ability to of 

the user to attain more height with the rotation of the prosthetic hand. The able-bodied 

trajectory had a range of motion of 14.9 degrees. Head flexion was linked to the motion 

of the trunk, but had the larger range of motion. This was expected as the subjects look 

down towards the table to grasp, and look upwards to place the final clothespin. All 
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subjects had a head flexion range of motion that exceeded 25 degrees. All trajectories 

began as positive (head flexed forward), to pick up the first clothespin and then became 

progressively more negative (head flexed backward) when placing each clothespin on a 

higher position than the previous. The prosthesis user’s range of motion reduced from 

29.7 to 27.2 degrees when performing this task, which is not a large difference. 

The trunk rotation range of motion with the current prosthesis was 24.5 degrees, 

compared to the research prosthesis range of 13.0 degrees. As was the case with trunk 

lateral tilt and trunk flexion, the research prosthesis placed the user in a position closer to 

neutral when performing the task. The largest difference presented here is the trunk 

rotation required to place the third clothespin which resulted in more than 25 degrees of 

trunk rotation to the dominant side. The research prosthesis required a trunk rotation of 

less than 10 degrees at this same point.  

Head rotation remained negative for most of the task for all subjects. The vertical rod was 

on the right side of the subject which required a negative rotation of the head when 

placing. Positive angles were measured when the subjects returned to the horizontal rod 

to grasp a clothespin, with the final clothespin producing the least negative or positive 

angle for the subjects. This was a result of the third clothespin being to the left (positive 

side) of the midline. The research prosthesis resulted in the most neutral value (closest to 

0 degrees) of head rotation. The synergy with trunk rotation is easy to see as well.  

The movement of the shoulder produced the most prominent trajectory for comparison.  

Using the current device’s trajectory as a reference, the motion of the shoulder can be 

described. Grasping the first clothespin occurred at 11% for the user. After starting the 

timer, the shoulder angle decreased as the elbow was brought closer to the body, to 
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position the hand properly to grasp the clothespin. The height of the first placement 

location on the vertical rod was close to the height of the clothespin on the horizontal bar. 

Therefore, there was a minimal change in shoulder angle when placing the first 

clothespin (25%) on the vertical rod. The proper position was achieved through lateral tilt 

of the trunk and humeral rotation (not measured). The second clothespin was grasped at 

36%, after which an increase in shoulder angle was seen until the second clothespin was 

placed (60%). A decrease in shoulder angle corresponds to movement of the hand 

towards the third clothespin, which was grasped at frame 251. Motion of the hand up 

towards the highest placement location (68%) on the vertical rod produces the increase in 

shoulder angle. The final decrease after placement is the prosthesis user bringing their 

arm downward to stop the timer.  

The research prosthesis produced a range of motion in the shoulder angle of 62.7 degrees 

compared to 57.0 degrees with the user’s current device.  At times, the wrist unit does 

over rotate (fails to stop rotating) and the user must try again to stop the device 

(confirmed on video review).  When the device was not stopped at the desired location, 

the user attempted to stop and rotate in the opposite direction or compensate by 

increasing or decreasing the shoulder angle. 

Table 6.1 Shoulder angle comparison for clothespins, Upward test 

 Clothespin 1 Clothespin 2 Clothespin 3 

Subject Pick Angle Place Angle Pick Angle Place Angle Pick Angle Place Angle 

Prosthesis 22.9 19.7 20.4 39.63 19.1 72.8 

Research 20.6 23.8 11.52 51.27 18.5 76.1 

To assist in comparison (and to remove ambiguity from the varying trajectory), Table 6.1 

shows the angle of the shoulder at which each clothespin is grasped and released, for both 

prostheses. Pick angle occurred when the clothespin was released from the horizontal rod 
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and place angle was when the clothespin snapped down onto the vertical rod. The pick 

angle was always smaller with the research prosthesis and placement angle was always 

larger. The elbow angle changed a lot more in the clothespin task then in the Box and 

Blocks assessment. The elbow was more involved in this task as it was used to actively 

move the hand into the placement position on the vertical rod. Elbow range of motion 

with the current device and research prosthesis was 36.8 degrees and 66.4 degrees 

respectively. The peaks in the elbow axes correspond to when the clothespins are placed 

on the vertical rod, as the elbow has to extend at this point.  

Figure 6.8 shows the motion trajectories for the clothespin downward test.  All 3 lateral 

tilt trajectories had a range of motion between 14-19 degrees. These ranges of motion 

occurred during manipulation of the first clothespin with a lateral tilt to the subjects’ 

dominant side to get the hand up to the top clothespin. The current device’s and able-

bodied subject’s trajectory followed a pattern characterized by consistently reducing 

lateral tilt angle for each subsequent clothespin trajectory. Peaks in the trajectory 

correspond to when the clothespin was removed from the vertical rod. The research 

prosthesis trajectory was more a representation of the user’s attempting to start and stop 

the device with quick jerky motions of the forearm and trunk. 

In the current device trajectory, a large negative spike can be seen at 28%. This was not 

due to excessive tilt to the right side, but the result of the right clavicle marker 

disappearing from view, likely due to the humerus and prosthetic hand obstructing the 

view of 3 of the cameras. The research prosthesis trajectory had similar issues with 

missing markers at frames 15%, 25%, and 63%. 
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Figure 6.8 Motion trajectories for clothespin downward test. Trajectories for current device in grey, 

research device in black, and able-bodied in red 
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Motion synergy was evident with head lateral tilt. When the trunk tilted to one side, the 

head tilted in the opposite direction. However, this was only true for the first clothespin, 

the second and third clothespin match the trunk trajectory in sense as well (smaller angle 

for both trunk and head compared to first clothespin. Head lateral tilt was larger than the 

trunk lateral tilt for all three subjects. The lateral tilt angle of the head when the first 

clothespin was grasped was approximately 5 degrees less with the research prosthesis, 

compared to the current prosthesis. Similar angles exist when grasping the remaining 

clothespins.  

Trunk flexion angle trajectory in the downward assessment mimics the upward 

assessment in that the largest negative flexion occurred when grasping the clothespin at 

the top location and then proceeded to reduce as the clothespins were grasped at a lower 

height. The improvement in trunk flexion was evident from the current device to the 

research device, as it was with the upward assessment. At each point of grasping the 

clothespin on the vertical rod, the user did not have to bend as far back with the research 

prosthesis.  The range of motion was similar between the two prostheses, but the research 

prosthesis allowed the user to maintain a more neutral stance, as the trajectory was closer 

to 0 degrees throughout the exercise. The able-bodied subject had the smallest range of 

motion in trunk flexion, but the synergy with head flexion made it apparent that they 

compensated with an increase in head flexion. The prosthesis user also showed the higher 

head flexion range of motion in both cases. 

The trunk rotation range of motion with the current prosthesis was 42.3 degrees, 

compared to the research prosthesis range of 24.7 degrees. This was balanced by the 

smaller head rotation with the current prosthesis, and a larger head rotation with the 
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research prosthesis. Grasping the initial clothespin at the highest location resulted in a 

very larger trunk rotation with the current device, and there was a corresponding larger 

negative head rotation.  In the research prosthesis’ trajectory, there was a large positive 

peak in head rotation (20 degrees) when placing the first clothespin (27%). The user over 

pronated the wrist, and compensated for this by twisting their body towards the dominant 

side. This can also be seen in the plots of trunk flexion, head flexion, trunk lateral tilt and 

head lateral tilt. For the rest of the task, head rotation was reduced and the user was able 

to perform the task in a more neutral position. 

Shoulder angles for the downward assessment of all three subjects were essentially a 

mirror image of the upward assessment, reflected on the vertical axis. Using the current 

device’s trajectory as a reference, the distinct locations of clothespins grasping and 

placement can be identified. The initial downward trajectory was a brief movement from 

the timer position as the user brought their arm closer to the body, before proceeding to 

lift the arm up to grasp the top clothespin (17%), which was the largest angle achieved. 

Placement of the clothespin occurred at 40%. There was a point of inflection in the 

trajectory that occurred at 30%. This was a point where the user shifted their focus to the 

horizontal rod and decided how to approach the placement. On video review, the user 

actively stopped the arms descent, raised the forearm (increase in shoulder angle) and 

then proceeded with the placement. The second clothespin was grasped at frame 54% and 

placed at frame 70%. These correspond to regions of local maxima and minima in the 

trajectory. The final clothespin was grasped at frame 77%. The height difference between 

the placement of the second clothespin and the grasping of the third was minimal as can 

be seen in the plot, but the user did need to lift the shoulder to properly position for the 
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placement (92%), which resulted in the increase in shoulder angle at this point. The user 

had a slightly larger shoulder angle when grasping the first clothespin with the research 

prosthesis (17%) as compared to the current prosthesis (17%). When placing this 

clothespin (29%) the research prosthesis resulted in a shoulder angle that was more than 

15 degrees smaller than at the same point with the other device. This was a direct result 

of being able to rotate the hand into the correct position.  Between placement of the first 

and grasping of the second clothespin, the user experienced difficulty rotating the hand 

into position. When they were satisfied with the position, the second clothespin was 

grasped (66%), which resulted in a larger shoulder angle for the research device. 

Placement of the second clothespin on the horizontal bar did not result in a decreased 

shoulder angle (72%), compared to the current prosthesis. Between grasping and 

placement of the second clothespin, the user decided not to use the wrist unit, and over 

rotated the shoulder. This can be seen in the plot as the cusp centred about 68%. The 

initial downward trajectory was the user bringing their arm down to their side with the 

grasped clothespin. The user then abducted the shoulder to the side and placed the 

clothespin down.  The shoulder angle proceeded to decrease as the user positioned the 

elbow to grasp the lowest clothespin (85%). The grasp occurred after the wrist was used 

to rotate into place, and occurred at a similar shoulder angle as the current device. The 

user then moved the shoulder out to make space to rotate the hand and clothespin, and 

placed the clothespin (96%) at a lower shoulder angle compared to the user’s current 

prosthesis. Table 6.2 shows the angle of the shoulder at which each clothespin was 

grasped and released, for both prostheses during the downward assessment.  
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Table 6.2 Shoulder angle comparison for clothespins, Downward test 

 Clothespin 1 Clothespin 2 Clothespin 3 

Subject Pick Angle Place Angle Pick Angle Place Angle Pick Angle Place Angle 

Prosthesis 68.5 32.2 37.9 24.1 20.1 38.6 

Research 74.8 16.1 41.6 35.9 22.4 30.7 

Pick angle was always larger with the research prosthesis (which was opposite of upward 

assessment) and placement angle was smaller for two of the placements. It must be 

remembered that when the second clothespin was placed, the wrist was not actively used. 

Elbow angle trajectory ranges from 45 to 79 degrees for the able-bodied subjects and was 

35.7 degrees for the current prosthesis (36.7 on upward assessment). The trajectory 

followed the profile as in the upward assessment, the larger angles were associated with 

the higher clothespins and progressively smaller angles existed when manipulating 

clothespin that are closer to the table. This pattern was shared by the abled-bodied and 

research prosthesis trajectory as well. 

6.5 Confidence Interval Plots 

The kinematic data from the clothespin test can also be displayed as an averaged 

trajectory with a shaded boundary curve representing a 95% confidence interval, an 

indication of the distribution of the able-bodied subjects about the arithmetic mean of the 

able-bodied subjects. The upper and lower bounds of the shaded region represent the 

upper and lower limits of the confidence interval. The user’s trajectories are then 

overlaid. Figure 6.9 shows the upward assessment, followed by Figure 6.10 which shows 

the downwards assessment.  It is important to remember that confidence interval is 

dependent on the collected data, the upper and lower bounds are not necessarily 

symmetric. 
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Figure 6.9 Confidence bound (95%) for trajectories, clothespin upward test. Trajectories for current device 

in grey, research device in black 
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In the upward assessment, the research prosthesis had a trajectory that was evidently 

closer to the able-bodied subjects, than the current device trajectory (Figure 6.9). All 

three motions of the trunk, as well as head lateral tilt were closer to the shaded 

confidence bound of the able-bodied subjects. Head flexion, shoulder, and elbow angle 

did not show visible improvements across the entirety of the trajectory.  Head rotation 

presented an interesting result. The current device’s trajectory was closer to that of the 

able-bodied subjects. However, the research prosthesis trajectory was closer to 0 degrees. 

This creates a situation where the definition of improvement is called into question, 

though in this study the benchmark was the able-bodied subjects, so this will continue to 

be the reference for improvement.  

Figure 6.10 shows the downward assessment trajectories for the able-bodied subjects. 

The large spikes at 25% obscured some of the trajectory, but for the lateral tilt and 

flexion of both the trunk and head, the research prosthesis followed the trajectory of the 

able-bodied subjects more closely. Trunk and head rotation resulted in trajectories that 

were more neutral than both the able-bodied subject’s and the current device trajectory.  

Shoulder and elbow angle show improvements at some points but these are not as evident 

as those in the trunk and head motions.  

In both directions of assessments, the motions of trunk flexion, head flexion and shoulder 

flexion coincide with the underlying structure of the able-bodied users. The peaks follow 

the same order and have the same relative position. The trajectory of the current device 

also follows this same pattern.  
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Figure 6.10 Confidence bound (95%) for trajectories, clothespin downward test. Trajectories for current 

device in grey, research device in black 
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6.6 Survey Results 

The survey results provided feedback from the user on the complexity of the assessments, 

the pain and/or comfort felt in the residuum during the assessments with both prostheses, 

as well as criticisms of the overall testing procedure. This feedback, though useful, did 

not directly affect or expand on the results in this section, and as such has been moved to 

the Appendix C.  
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Chapter 7: Discussion 

The focus of this study was to assess the impact of introducing an additional degree of 

freedom into a transradial prosthesis. The primary goal was to see whether a viable 

control signal could be obtained from the motion of forearm rotation and use this to 

augment the input signals from the electrodes to add functionality to the prosthetic 

device. The assessment tests were used to measure that functionality in terms of time, 

number of blocks, and kinematic angles. This chapter will discuss the testing process and 

the results obtained from the analyses. 

7.1 Strengths and Weaknesses of Study 

The major weakness of this study was in regard to the small size of the experimental 

population, a single user. This made it difficult to perform any statistical analyses that 

would require a larger sample size for the experimental group. However, the goal of this 

research was to see how a change to the prosthetic device manifests itself in terms of the 

user’s performance and the options that were presented to them when completing a task.  

This change was assessed by establishing a benchmark with the able-bodied subjects and 

the metrics used in each task.  

A second weakness had to do with a lack of training with the research prosthesis. Even 

though a day of training was allotted in the proposed study, problems with sensor 

reliability and the associated delays prevented the provision of adequate training time for 

the user. When a prosthesis user initially learns how to use their device, there is a period 

of training in which they learn and grow comfortable using the prosthesis. With 

myoelectric devices, learning to control the intensity and rate of contraction can improve 
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control over the output (opening and closing of the hand). This process can take a few 

weeks or several months before the user fully understands the capability of the device and 

integrates it into their daily activities. Unfortunately, with the research prosthesis there 

was not a period of training to learn how to properly use the outputs of the device. The 

added control input (forearm rotation) increases the dimension of difficulty. The user 

however displayed an ability to learn how the device worked, while completing the 

clothespin test trials. This was surprising as the user is unaccustomed to using a wrist 

rotator in their daily activities, though the user was an experience myoelectric prosthesis 

user. 

The lack of adequate training time had an impact on the completion time. Time to 

complete for the research prosthesis is much greater than the current device as was shown 

in Figure 6.1. If a best fit curve was drawn between each set of data points, it is 

reasonable to assume that with additional training, the best fit research devices curve 

would converge with the current device’s curve. However there are two important factors 

about the research prosthesis that can prevent this from happening. The first is the 

interface between the user’s residuum and the distal end cap, the physical connection 

with the inner socket. There is still an appreciable loss of forearm rotation that is not 

being fully captured by the distal end cap. This is the result of the physical tolerances and 

the need for a more intimate fit between user and prosthesis at the end of their residuum. 

The second factor has to do with the speed of rotation of the wrist unit. The user was not 

yet comfortable with the higher speeds the wrist rotator is capable of; the rotator can 

exceed twice the speed that was employed for this study. Much of the additional time to 

complete with the research prosthesis is a direct result of waiting for the wrist rotator to 
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reach the desired position. With an improved interface, the user may become more 

comfortable operating at an increase speeds as their level of control (and confidence) will 

improve. This will lead to a completion time that is closer to that of the current device. 

The major strength of this study was in the assessment using the clothespin test. The test 

required movement in all axes to accomplish. It was also one where the ability to control 

the wrist can improve performance or influence kinematics, and where over rotation of 

the shoulder was easily identified. The particular protocol used in this study, in which the 

start and end location for the clothespins were constrained, allowed for a standardization 

of the trajectory path. In order to compare subjects and to avoid comparisons that are 

simply qualitative observations, it was important that constraints and restrictions be 

placed on how a task was to be completed. In this study, the ordered nature of the 

clothespin test allowed for identification of which clothespin was grasped and released at 

a specific frame and comparisons involving joint angle motion, measured in degrees, 

could be compared. Instituting constraints moved the analysis in the direction where 

quantitative data could be compared and the study was not relegated to solely descriptive 

observations. The clothespin assessment task provided a clear example of how the 

implementation of controls and restricted trajectories defined the focus of the study. If the 

study’s goal was to analyze the prosthesis user’s solution development process for a 

given task, restrictions on motion should not have been imposed. If however, the goal 

was to assess how well a new prosthetic design improved patient function (as was the 

case in this study), standardization is a must. In this work, the restrictions imposed to 

limb movements (left hand position defined, feet on the floor, ordered clothespins), 
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encouraged compensations and spread the compensations out over fewer joints. This 

improves accuracy and confidence in the data analysis.  

The normalization procedure described in the results section does introduce a level of 

time distortion. Unlike the gait cycle, where motions are cyclic and specific events (e.g. 

heel strike, toe off) can provide time points for the normalization process, the same 

cannot be said about the clothespin test. The motions to move the three clothespins are 

similar, but they are not the same. The start and end locations as well as the distance 

travelled are different. An able-bodied subject may be able to move the first clothespin 

quickly, but may take longer to move the last. The opposite may be true for a second 

subject. To overcome this, the trajectories could be segmented for each clothespin by 

using the trajectory data of individual markers. If the acceleration is calculated, the points 

in the acceleration of each marker is minimal may correspond to the points of pick and 

place of each clothespin, as well as the starting and stopping of the timer. 

In this study, the shoulder angle calculated was a physical angle between three markers 

located at the lateral epicondyle, the acromion, and the hip marker. This is not an 

anatomical model, but because the same markers were used with the able-bodied 

subjects, the comparison of the motion angles is appropriate. The hip marker was also 

placed on the right ASIS, which introduces an additional joint motion.  To see if 

modeling the shoulder motion in this way introduces a source of error, an anatomical 

shoulder model can be used in conjunction with the captured marker trajectories 

(provided the marker set is appropriate), and a comparison of the confidence intervals and 

deviations in the prosthesis user’s trajectory between the two models can be compared. If 
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there is no significant difference found, then modeling the shoulder as presented in this 

work becomes much more efficient. 

The research prosthesis was built to closely match the user’s current device. The same 

hand, the same hand control strategy (2 site user) were used. However there were two 

differences that should be stated. Though the user felt the research prosthesis was only 

marginally heavier, there is added weight in the wrist rotator and the microcontroller, and 

a 1cm increase in length. The EMG amplification setting on the electrodes were also 

increased slightly during the calibration process. Even with the differences (increased 

weight, size), there was an appreciable improvement in many of the motion angles. 

7.2 Prosthesis User 

The user employed an input (forearm rotation) that was independent of the electrodes that 

were used to open and close the prosthetic hand. Aside from the accommodation that 

exists when learning to use any new functionality, the ability of the user to generate the 

rotation was (initially) questionable. The residual muscles that were used to pronate and 

supinate the forearm did not perform these motions inside the user’s current device. At 

the time of testing with the research prosthesis, the user had not employed active rotation 

of the forearm. The atrophy and the stiffness that accompanies muscle inactivity over 

long periods will have an effect on the ability of any prosthesis user to initiate the control 

signal. Muscles take time to develop and adapt to new motions. In the session with the 

research prosthesis, the user’s range of forearm rotation was seen to double while 

wearing the prosthesis. This had an effect on where the trigger points for activating the 

wrist rotator could be placed. As long as the user can rotate to the trigger points, placing 
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these further apart decreases the chance of an inadvertent activation, and increases the 

level of control over the output for the user.  

7.3 Range of Motion 

7.3.1 Shoulder Motion 

There were decreases in range of motion of certain joints and limb segments when the 

research prosthesis was being used. Since excess shoulder rotation was one of the major 

problems this prosthetic design hoped to alleviate, shoulder motion will be discussed 

first.  

The first statement that must be made is that during placement of the second clothespin 

on the downward assessment, the prosthesis user did not use the rotator (research 

prosthesis). The rotator was used in all other pick and place instances. During the upward 

test, the shoulder angle at which the clothespins were removed from the bar was always 

smaller with the research prosthesis (compared to current device). In the downward 

assessment, the research prosthesis produced a smaller shoulder angle when the 

clothespins were placed (when the wrist rotator was employed). The change in shoulder 

angle was always more evident when removing or placing a clothespin onto the 

horizontal rod as it required motion of the shoulder or the wrist. This was true in both 

directions with the research prosthesis, there were noticeable decreases in angle whether 

the user was removing a clothespin or placing it onto the horizontal rod. The ability to 

use the wrist rotator to position the hand prevented the need to abduct the shoulder. With 

the vertical rod, the shoulder did not see an improvement. However, the motions of the 

trunk, specifically lateral tilt and flexion, did show consistent improvements and resulted 
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in more neutral stances when the research prosthesis was used. The trunk motions were 

more associated with the manipulation of clothespins on the vertical rod then the shoulder 

angle was. This needs to be remembered when drawing conclusions from this data, that 

though shoulder angle was the primary focus, it was not the sole indicator of success of 

the prosthesis. This finding also agrees with the conclusions of Carey’s work [31] that 

compensations are task dependent. The improvements in motion seen in this work are 

also task dependent, when pick and place on the rods are seen as different tasks. 

The subject displayed a willingness to use the rotator in all cases except one (downward 

assessment, clothespin 2). This was despite the increase in time to accomplish the task (as 

compared to the current device). The time aspect is the reason why many unilateral 

patients may opt to over rotate the shoulder instead of using the wrist unit. 

The difference in shoulder angle between the research prosthesis and the user’s current 

prosthesis became smaller when the subject manipulated the clothespin in the two 

positions closest to the timer (lowest position on vertical rod, right most position on 

horizontal rod). For example in the upward assessment, the first clothespin was moved 

from the horizontal rod to the lowest position on the vertical rod. Even when the wrist 

rotator was being used to rotate the clothespin into a position for placement (and the 

shoulder angle was decreased), the user needed to abduct the shoulder to move the hand 

further to their right side to place the clothespin. This change can be seen in the shoulder 

trajectory plot, which is a measure of humeral elevation. Further insight on the motions of 

the trajectory can be gained if humeral rotation were also plotted, though the distinct 

change in the shoulder’s trajectory made this unnecessary. 
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The pick and place angles were identified by inspection with the Vicon Workstation 

software using the marker data and capture video. A feedback sensor located on the 

horizontal and vertical rods that detects clothespin contact would allow for further 

accuracy in pinpointing the shoulder angle at these times. However, this was seen as an 

excessive instrumentation of the equipment and unnecessary for this study. 

7.3.2 Effect of research prosthesis on motion 

Trunk rotation and head rotation improved with the research prosthesis in the standing 

position, in both the Box and Blocks test and the clothespin test. With the clothespin test, 

the research prosthesis consistently resulted in maintaining a much more neutral stance 

(kinematic angles closer to 0 degrees) in both directions for the majority of the motions 

of the trunk and head. 

During the clothespin assessments, the improvements seen in certain motions need to be 

more heavily scrutinized as they may not be affected by the type of prosthesis. Head 

flexion, and to a lesser degree trunk flexion, are the two motions that should be 

considered in this case. The clothespin test occurred at a range of heights, bounded by the 

table surface and the top clothespin location on the vertical rod. The head flexion motion 

was used to move the eyes to the proper height corresponding to where clothespin 

manipulation was happening. This was simply the prosthesis user looking at the task area, 

it was unaffected by the type of prosthesis. Compare this to trunk lateral tilt, a motion that 

sees a much larger effect depending on the type of prosthesis. With a powered wrist unit, 

trunk flexion can be affected. If the wrist rotator makes it easier to position the hand, the 

user does not need to bend back as much when placing clothespin at higher locations.  In 
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this study, the user bent backwards (negative trunk flexion) to increase the height of the 

hand, and at certain times to prevent the clothespin from colliding with the vertical rod, 

both of which can be accomplished with a wrist rotator. Contrast this with head flexion, 

which had no bearing on the clothespins location. The two flexion motions are serving 

different purposes. Head flexion only showed an appreciable improvement in the 

downward assessment. If a prosthesis were capable of providing proprioception to the 

user, specifically the knowledge of the clothespin locations, head flexion would likely 

show a change in this test, as visual feedback may not be as important to the user. This is 

irrespective of whether a powered wrist was being used, but it would aid in answering the 

question posed here.  

Synergies in trunk and head were evident throughout the tasks, with lateral tilt being the 

most prominent. In the clothespin tests, the head lateral tilt was closer to 0 degrees with 

the research prosthesis, as the trunk was not tilting to either side as much. This was not 

dependent on the whether the trunk tilted to a particular side; the head adopted a more 

neutral position for longer during the exercise, because the trunk remained in a more 

neutral position. Rotation was another example where an improvement occurred. The 

trunk and the head rotate together, but not to the same degree. Head rotation saw a 

decrease in range of motion in both the upward and downward assessment. The trunk was 

not compensating for a lower head rotation with an increase in trunk rotation. The trunk 

also experienced a decrease in range of motion. The motions that make up the synergies 

of the head and trunk were affected together. 
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7.3.2 Synthesis of finding with previous work 

The case study by Carey [32] was similar to this study where a transradial prosthesis 

user’s range of motion was investigated. In that study, a bilateral transradial user 

performed two activities with their right side. These involved drinking from a cup and 

opening a door, and in both cases the user’s shoulder and elbow motions were tracked. 

The user did this test with a myoelectric prosthesis with a powered hook, and a body-

powered (harness suspension) with an aluminum hook. To drink from the cup (after 

grasping it) using the body-powered device, the user held the shoulder flexion angle at 

approximately 90 degrees throughout and only adjusted the elbow flexion to drink. With 

the myoelectric prosthesis, the elbow flexion was maintained at 90 degrees and the 

shoulder flexion angle was varied to drink. The author also observed a change in head 

flexion in this case. To open the door, the user exhibited a larger range of motion in both 

shoulder flexion and elbow flexion using the body-powered prosthesis then with the 

myoelectric device. There are two observations from Carey’s study important to this 

work. The first is that different prostheses lead to different ranges of motion across intact 

joints for specific tasks. The second is that the specific task requires an increase in range 

of motion of some joints more than others. Both of these observations were seen in this 

study. Different prosthesis (current vs. research) led to changes in the same range of 

motion of the user for the same task. For example, a reduction in trunk flexion (the 

motion) was seen when the user performed placement of the clothespin on the vertical 

rod (the task) when using the research device. When looking at different tasks, there can 

be a larger change in range of one motion but minimal change in another motion. For 

example, manipulation of the clothespin on the vertical road affected the trunk lateral tilt 
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more than manipulation of the clothespins on the horizontal rod. Manipulation of the 

horizontal rod affected shoulder motion more than manipulation on the horizontal rod.  In 

both these cases the user was using the research device. 

Work by Metzger [33] involved transradial and transhumeral users performing reaching 

tasks and tracking the range of motion in their trunk (lateral tilt, flexion) and elbow path 

(distance travelled). Users had either a myoelectric or body-powered prosthesis and 

performed pick and place activities. In all the activities, there was an increase in range of 

motion of the trunk with the prosthesis user population. Metzger’s study discusses that 

the loss of degrees of freedom may contribute to the increase in trunk range of motion to 

accomplish the task. The users that had transhumeral amputations also displayed larger 

motions in the trunk. In this study, the inclusion of a degree of freedom (wrist rotator), 

reduced the range of motion in the trunk, which lends strength to Metzger’s discussion. It 

is reasonable to assume that increasing the number of degrees of freedom will reduce the 

trunk motions further, so long as the user is able to properly manage and control these 

additions. The intuitive motion of forearm rotation used in this work was a prime 

example of this, as it reduced the cognitive effort required to control the two outputs. 

The effect of overuse (or increases in range of motion) on upper limb prosthesis users is 

one of the areas that is still lacking sufficient research. There are no long-term studies 

that have been performed on this population, and much of the indications that exist come 

from anecdotal data and case studies.   The relationship between posture, range of motion 

and repetitive strain is still one that needs to be formally established. The literature 

review by Gambrell [34] tried to establish this relationship through works external to 

prosthetics research and the survey by Jones [38] combined the overuse problems with 
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other musculoskeletal issues. In this work, the post-testing surveys attempted to isolated 

the effect of decreasing the range of motion in more proximal joints (shoulder and trunk) 

with the addition of increasing the range of motion in distal joints (the wrist), through a 

pain scale. When comparing the current and research prosthesis, the user indicated that 

there was a decrease in the pain felt in the shoulder. This is an indication of how 

decreasing the range of motion of at certain limbs (trunk, neck, shoulder) with the 

additional degree of freedom (the wrist rotator), reduces the pain associated with overuse 

and exertion. The neck also experienced a reduction in pain and the trajectory indicates a 

reduction in range of motion and improvement in posture (closer to 0 degrees). Although 

these results are from one user, the fact that the user feels an alleviation of pain with 

reduction of range of motion may be evidence to include a pain scale survey in any future 

work with compensatory motions so that a knowledge database can be built to extract 

conclusions on overuse. 

7.4 Control strategy impact on prosthesis 

The intention of this study was to study how a prosthesis that allows simultaneous control 

of the prosthetic wrist and hand impacts the kinematic motions of the user. The current 

device however did not have a wrist rotator and therefore, the results presented here are a 

combination of adding an additional degree of freedom, allowing intuitive independent 

control of both outputs, and simultaneous control. To separate the effects of the added 

degree of freedom from the new control scheme, the research prosthesis should be 

programmed with a co-contraction strategy and testing repeated.  
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 

8.1 Summary 

The motivation for this work had been the continuing challenges in control of powered 

upper limb prosthetic devices that are technologically advanced but lacking in a 

complementary control structure that provides intuitive control, decreased cognitive 

effort, and result in a more functional patient. Specifically this project looked at the 

viability of using the motion of forearm rotation to create a user initiated control signal to 

actuate a wrist rotator, resulting in independent control of hand and wrist function, the 

provision of which is still lacking in many transradial prosthetic devices.  

This study provided evidence that compensatory motions that are made by a prosthesis 

user can be reduced if an additional degree of freedom is added to the prosthesis. Motions 

of the trunk, the head, and the shoulder did show a level of improvement and the 

prosthesis user was able to accomplish the tasks in a more neutral stance. The 

improvements in posture and reduction in range of motion will decrease the chance of 

developing a repetitive strain injury. The wrist function plays an important role in 

positioning of the hand to perform a task and the further development of powered 

prosthetic wrist units will lead to a more functional patient.  

8.2 Recommendations 

The protocol used during the assessment procedure can be improved in a number of ways 

to ensure that the data it provides (e.g. time, trajectory) can be used more efficiently and 

so that none of the data needs to be excluded from analysis. The effect of age matching 

should be a point of consideration, which becomes more evident the older the prosthesis 
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user population gets. With regards to the particular assessments, the sitting Box and 

Blocks test should be eliminated completely (Appendix B). The results of the standing 

test indicate that there is a difference in performance between subjects depending on if 

the subject decides to place the block in the box, or drop it from a height (see Appendix 

B). To standardize trajectory angles, time to complete, and score, the subjects (including 

prosthesis users) should be instructed to place the block down in the box. 

Training with any new prosthesis can have a direct impact on performance during the 

assessment tasks. Adequate training time, with an occupational therapist, should be 

allotted and strictly adhered to, ensuring that the user is comfortable with the new 

functionality a prosthesis provides. As the results showed, a period of learning does exist 

and an acclimatization period must be instituted to ensure the validity of the comparison 

between different types of prostheses. 

8.3 Future Work 

This work showed that there is a viable control signal that can be obtained from the user’s 

forearm rotation, if the socket is redesigned. The user also displayed the ability to 

independently control this signal while maintaining control of the hand through surface 

electrodes.   

The new control input obtained from the user’s forearm rotation was used to power a 

wrist rotator. This input can be used to actuate any output. Feedback from the user 

indicated that a powered flexion and extension wrist may be a better option. This may 

help to define a new study where different wrist outputs can be studied for their effect on 

functionality, when the same control input (forearm rotation around ulna) is being used.  
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Appendix A: Supplemental Material 

A.1 Motion and Biomechanics 

In addition to the movement of the forearm, the motions of other joints in the upper 

extremity need to be explored. This assists in understanding of the compromised motions 

in prosthesis users and the compensations they make when performing a task. It also lays 

the foundation for discussions related to biomechanics and motion capture (Chapter 5). 

A.1.1 Cardinal Planes of Motion 

Movement of the human body is organized into 3 planes of motion, termed cardinal 

planes. These are often used to facilitate discussions of gait and movement analyses. The 

sagittal plane divides the body into left and right sides. The frontal (coronal) plane 

divides the body into anterior and posterior (front and back). A transverse plane divides 

the body into inferior and superior (upper and lower). There is a special instance of a 

transverse plane that divides the entire body into upper and lower halves, positioned at 

the body’s centre of mass, known as the horizontal plane. All other transverse planes are 

located normal to the longitudinal axis of the associated bone or limb segment. For 

example, forearm rotation occurs in a transverse plane that is normal to the longitudinal 

axis of the ulna bone. 

A.1.2 Upper Extremity Motion 

An understanding of the motions of the body, in particular the movements from the waist 

up, is necessary to appreciate the compensatory motions performed by prosthesis users. 

The motions presented below, along with the illustrations, supplement the information 

that is presented in Section 2.1. 
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1Figure A.1 Trunk Lateral Tilt, (Abdominal) Flexion, Rotation 

Figure A.1 shows three rotations that can be observed at the waist. These are the motions 

of the trunk relative to the pelvis and are comprised of lateral tilt, abdominal flexion-

extension, and trunk rotation. 

Figure A.2 shows the rotations observed at the neck. These are the motions of the head 

relative to the trunk and are comprised of head lateral tilt, head flexion-extension, and 

head rotation. 

 

 

2Figure A.2 Head Lateral Tilt, Flexion, Rotation 

The shoulder complex represents the joint with the largest range of motion in the body. 

The complex is composed of four separate joints: glenohumeral, acromioclavicular, 

sternoclavicular and the scapula. As a result of the multiple articulations, associated limb 

segments and motions need to be defined with some care. The shoulder complex is 

therefore divided into two groups: the shoulder’s motion relative to the trunk and the 
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humerus relative to the shoulder. Figure A.3 shows the movements when the shoulder 

motion is seen relative to the trunk. Note that the shoulder elevation and depression 

occurs in the frontal plane and scapular protraction and retraction occur in the horizontal 

plane. Protraction and retraction are also referred to as scapular abduction/adduction or 

scapular flexion/extension in some texts. 

 

3Figure A.3 Shoulder Elevation / Depression, Protraction / Retraction 

Humeral rotation is more involved than the previous motion set though both address the 

shoulder complex. Movements of the humerus relative to the shoulder are concerned with 

the glenohumeral joint, whereas the previous rotations were related to the motions of the 

scapula. Typical motions of the humerus relative to the shoulder are known as shoulder 

abduction/adduction (frontal plane), shoulder flexion/extension (sagittal plane) and 

humeral internal/external rotation (transverse plane) also known as medial/lateral 

rotation. 

These motions present a problem when motion capture is used to determine angles of 

rotation because the motions begin to mix together. When the arm is being elevated in the 

sagittal plane (flexion), the humerus begins to externally rotate and abduction is 

introduced. This is a result of the musculature and skeletal structure of the bones of the 

shoulder complex. The three motions of abduction, flexion and rotation are not the result 

of a single joint. The glenohumeral, acromioclavicular, sternoclavicular joint all 

contribute at variable degrees during the arm’s elevation to ensure a fluid motion [2]. The 
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interaction between these three joints (and the scapula) is responsible for the large range 

of motion and dexterity of the upper limb.   

It would be incorrect to oversimplify the range of motion of the shoulder complex by 

attributing it to a single joint. To quantify the motion, a different scheme must be 

employed. For this reason a new set of rotations are used. Humeral elevation, a 

combination of shoulder flexion and abduction, and horizontal rotation are introduced to 

replace the motions of abduction/adduction and flexion/extension. The humeral rotation 

remains the same.  These are depicted in Figure A.4. 

 

4Figure A.4 Humeral Elevation, Horizontal Rotation, Humeral Rotation 

 

Distal to the humerus is the forearm, which for the prosthesis user also represents the 

body’s point of contact with the prosthetic device. The elbow provides a single degree of 

rotation, termed elbow flexion. The forearm provides rotation along its length (pro-

supination). If the elbow is flexed to 90 degrees and the thumb is pointed upward, 

pronation brings the thumb closer to the midline of the body, and supination rotates the 

thumb outward. These motions are shown in Figure A.5. 
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5Figure A.5 Elbow Flexion and Pronation / Supination 

A.2 Anatomy of the limb with Transradial Loss 

If an amputation (or a congenital absence) exists, the state of the musculoskeletal 

structure, as well as the integrity of the skin, needs to be assessed. For the purposes of 

this study, the physiological condition of remnant muscles that pronate and supinate was 

of utmost concern. The major pronation muscles are pronator teres and pronator 

quadratus. Pronator quadratus is located just proximal to the wrist, and in all likelihood is 

lost in a transradial patient. The brachioradialis, which performs as both a pronator and 

supinator, shares a similar fate.  Pronator teres may still be intact in some patients, but 

lack of use may have led to atrophy or reduction in its range of motion. The major 

supinator muscles in the forearm are the supinator and biceps brachii. The supinator, 

similar to pronator teres may have a reduced range of motion. The surgical procedure 

(myodesis, myoplasty) and compartment location post-amputation will also affect the 

user’s ability to rotate the residual forearm. The biceps brachii muscle is of particular 

interest. It is the stronger of the supinator muscles, and it also flexes the elbow. If the user 

wishes to flex the elbow, a heavier object will require the biceps brachii to be recruited as 

an elbow flexor. This will take away from its contribution as a potential forearm rotation 

muscles. This fact will force prosthesis designs to be as light weight as possible, to 

maximize the range of forearm rotation.  
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Users with congenital limb absences were excluded from this study, as they tend to 

present with residua having irregular shapes, boney prominence, and musculature that 

cannot be anticipated ahead of time. This would have resulted in an inner socket that does 

not have a bulbous shape and would make the positioning of sensors and other electronics 

difficult. Specific motions of the forearm are also not as intuitive for the congenital 

population, which adds a layer of complexity.  

A.3 Mechanics of loading when allowing forearm rotation in a socket 

The rigid nature of conventional inner sockets in transradial prostheses drastically 

reduces or completely eliminates any potential forearm rotation that may exist in the 

remnant forearm. This means that even if pronation or supination of the forearm can be 

observed when the user is not wearing the prosthesis, after donning the device, forearm 

rotation is impeded by the rigid wall of the inner socket. Therefore, the socket must be re-

designed to allow for forearm rotation, whilst ensuring an intimate fit and adequate load 

bearing. It must also seem natural to the user.  

A flexible liner (gel or silicone) makes the obvious starting point as the innate 

compliance allows the liner to conform to the residual limb without restricting rotation 

(Figure A.6). Liners are often used with passive or body powered devices when sensitive 

skin, large boney prominences or excessive scarring of the residual limb is an issue. 

Liners are placed onto the limb before it is inserted into the inner socket. Truncating the 

distal half of the inner socket to provide an opening for the liner encapsulated limb to 

pass through, solves the problem of donning the socket. Measurement of forearm rotation 

could use an array of Hall effect sensors and magnets, potentiometers, accelerometers or 
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other detection devices to resolve the rotation, but there are a number of problems that are 

created with this approach. 

 

6Figure A.6 Adult and pediatric prosthetic liners 

The first problem involves the surface electrodes. Maintaining a rigid inner socket allows 

for electrode packages (contacts and preamplifiers) to remain in the socket. However, the 

liner will place a barrier between the electrodes and the skin. This will require creating an 

opening in the liner or placing remote electrodes inside. Cutting openings into the liner is 

not favourable as it introduces the potential for shear and tearing forces. The use of 

remote electrodes is not viable either as this will require the liner to stay in the socket. 

Donning a flexible liner while it is within the socket is impossible for a user. Pulling the 

liner out is restricted as the electrodes leads (remote electrodes) are of a given length. 

Remote electrode leads may also give rise to additional electric noise as they would be 

rotating with the forearm section of the prosthesis. This can potentially lead to 

unintentional opening and closing of the prosthetic hand. The second factor to consider 

involves the loading forces placed on the residuum as it moves in space. If the outer 

forearm section (outer socket) is taken as a reference (specifically the axis of rotation of a 

wrist unit in the lamination ring), the distal end of the residual limb translates in a plane 

transverse to the longitudinal axis of the prosthesis when the forearm is rotated. This 
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means that the distal end of the residuum does not track the distal end of the prosthesis 

exactly.  This is a result of allowing the forearm to rotate within the socket. The envelope 

of translation needs to be restricted. Even without rotating the forearm, this translation 

occurs. The weight of a grasped object (or simply the weight of the terminal device) 

causes a deflection of the distal prosthesis with respect to the distal end of the residuum. 

This problem will intensify when an object is lifted and the elbow is flexed. As a result of 

the inner socket (or distal end of the liner) translating upward with respect to the distal 

end of the forearm section, a large force is localized at the top of the residual limb. Figure 

A.7 illustrates this concept, and it can be seen that the localized force is at the point that 

makes contact with the ceiling of the forearm section. If this is a boney prominence 

(radial bone) the pressure may become excessive and unbearable for the user. 

 

7Figure A.7 Localized pressure when elbow is flexed 

Figure A.7 also presents a secondary problem in terms of forearm rotation. If the distal 

portion of the residual limb is forced to carry the weight of the prosthesis, the potential 

rotation in the forearm is lost. For example, the biceps brachii muscle cannot be used to 

supinate to the same degree because there is an increased demand for its role as an elbow 

flexor. There is also a cam effect with forearm rotation from the neutral position (90 

elbow flexion, thumb pointed upward).   As soon as the user pronates or supinates, the 

forearm section of the prosthesis descends, as it tracks the relative height of the forearm 
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inside. Rotation back to neutral requires that the user’s forearm essentially lift up the 

prosthesis as it goes through its rotation. To solve this problem, the distal end of the 

residual limb needs to be linked to the forearm section where the wrist unit resides. This 

will solve two problems. The prosthesis will track with elbow flexion and the localized 

pressure at the top of the residuum will decrease to an acceptable level.  

A.4 Standard Transradial Fitting with Powered Wrist Unit 

The standard transradial prosthesis that incorporates a wrist rotator unit uses two 

electrodes sites as control signals to open and close the hand, as shown in Figure A.8. To 

select the wrist rotator as the output device, the user initiates a co-contraction; 

simultaneous contraction of flexor and extensor muscles. The onboard controller 

recognizes this input as a mode switching signal and changes the output signals to the 

wrist. If the user wishes to return to hand mode, a co-contraction while in wrist mode will 

switch over to the electric hand as the active terminal device.  

 

8Figure A.8 Control signals for transradial fitting 
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A.5 Research Prosthesis Electrical Layout 

In the research prosthesis, the source of the wrist signal was altered. A microcontroller 

unit received new input signals from a pair of accelerometers (initial sensor choice) and 

outputted a motor signal (through an H-bridge) to turn the wrist motor in the desired 

direction. Figure A.9 shows the four inputs that connected to the back of the electric wrist 

unit. These include two connections for the electrodes leads, and separate power inputs 

for the hand and wrist.  

 

9Figure A.9 Wrist rotator inputs  

The power input for the hand and motor bridge (H-bridge) was sourced directly from the 

battery. The battery input also supplied power to the microcontroller system. The 

microcontroller then fed power to the accelerometers as well as outputted a direction 

signal to the bridge. The output of this bridge was connected to the wrist input on the 

back of the wrist unit. Figure A.10 shows the electrical layout for the power, sensors, and 

signals in the prosthesis.  
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10Figure A.10 Component diagram for research prosthesis (made with Fritzing™) 

A.5.1 Microcontroller, Sensors, and Electronics Specifications 

The microcontroller board used in this setup was an Arduino Uno. The specific 

microcontroller was an ATmega328. The board can be programmed through a dedicated 

USB connection and does not require a USB to serial interface. There are 14 digital I/O 

pins (designated in software), of which 6 can be turned into digital PWM outputs (~490 

Hz). Three digital outputs were used to control three light emitting diodes (120 ohm, 

current limiting resistors), that indicated power/programming, active pronation, and 

active supination. There were 6 analog inputs used to connect to the accelerometers. 

Internal analog-to-digital converters took the analog output from the accelerometers and 

converted them into a digital reading. The converters were 10-bit and the system 
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outputted a numerical value between 0 and 1023 (2
10

 = 1024).  Depending on the 

accelerometer positions, the Arduino sent an active motor signal to the motor bridge 

which was used to signal the electric wrist unit to rotate. 

A.5.2 Power System 

The single-pole-single-throw (SPST) switch shown in Figure A.10 was replaced with a 

double-pole-double-throw switch that redirected the polarity of its output. This setup is 

typically used when a charging system is employed as was the case with the prosthesis 

system. The battery recharge module used in this study, shown in Figure A.11, is 

manufactured by Liberating Technology Inc. (LTI), a supplier of upper limb prosthetics 

devices. This charging system is for an internal lithium battery (stays within the 

prosthesis), and is charged with an external battery charger through the port on the plug. 

 

11Figure A.11 Battery recharge module from LTI  

The lithium battery is a 7.2 V, 1200 mAh battery made by Motion Control Inc., another 

manufacture of powered upper limb prosthetic devices. Both the prosthetic hand and 

electric wrist rotator used in the prosthesis are also manufactured by the same company. 

Usually, the battery only supplies power to one of the terminal devices, either the hand or 

wrist. In this system (research prosthesis), the battery was supplying power to both at the 

same time, which reduced the amount of time the prosthesis could be used and 
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necessitated a battery change. It was important that the prosthesis was portable to be able 

to do assessment testing. Though adequate power could be achieved with a table top 

power supply system, the lithium battery prevented the user from being tethered to a desk 

and their range of motion was unimpeded by wires and cables. This ensured that the same 

conditions were maintained during testing, when comparing the existing prosthesis to the 

research prosthesis. 

A.5.3 VASI motor bridge 

The motor controller used to drive the electric wrist rotator was built by Variety Ability 

Systems Inc. (VASI), a Canadian supplier of prosthetics, orthotics, and wheelchair 

related assistive devices (as of 2006, VASI has become a subsidiary of Otto Bock Health 

Care, GmbH). This bridge was originally built to operate a pediatric prosthetic hand (4.8 

V or 6V) which required less torque output than an adult prosthesis. As a result, there is 

an upper limit on how much current it can provide. The VASI controller is shown in 

Figure A.12. 

 

12Figure A.12 VASI motor bridge 

Chosen for its small size, the controller did not take up much space inside the prosthesis. 

The bridge was also designed to open and close a hand at one speed (preset amount of 
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current draw). Therefore, the electric wrist in the research prosthesis could only turn at 

one speed.  

The output from the Arduino to the bridge however, was connected to a digital pin that 

can simulate a PWM signal. This allows for altering the speeds, based on the wrists 

position, but the bridge would need to be exchanged for one that can handle an analog 

output. This was outside the scope of this project but it lays the foundation for 

proportional control of the wrist in future revisions. The Arduino analog outputs are 8-

bits, as oppose to the 10-bit analog inputs used by the accelerometer. The voltage 

required to overcome the static friction on the wrist motor was approximately 3.0 V, but 

this also depended on whether the prosthetic hand was attached and how much torque 

was required to grasp and rotate an object.  

A.5.4 Accelerometers 

The two accelerometers used initially were both MMA7361LC from Freescale. These 

provided an analog voltage output on three axes and measure up to 1.5g in either 

direction of the axis. The output of the X, Y, and Z axes are analog voltages that are 

centred at half the voltage on the pin labeled 3V3, as is shown in Figure A.13. Voltage 

output increases with positive acceleration and decreases with negative acceleration.  

 

13Figure A.13 3-axis accelerometer 
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The accelerometers can be powered in a low power state operating off of 3.3 V, but this 

will lower the resolution of the analog outputs (3.3 V/ 1024). The Arduino board can 

supply both a 3.3 V and a 5.0 V input. Because the Arduino’s internal reference is 5.0V, a 

3.3 V input to the accelerometer will lower the resolution (3.3/5.0 * 1024 = 675 points of 

reference). If a 3.3 V input is used for the accelerometers, the analog input pins for the 

axes will ignore any voltage above 3.3 V. This can be remedied by using an external 

reference of 3.3 V. For a 5.0 V input to the accelerometers, 0 V corresponds to a reading 

of 0 and 5.0 V corresponds to a reading of 1023 (1024 bits of resolution). The 5.0 V input 

offers an improved resolution (5.0 V/ 1024), so this was the input connected to the 

accelerometers 3V3 pin. Both accelerometers have power and ground inputs from the 

same source pin on the Arduino. 

The resolution is also affected by the sensitivity of the accelerometer. This accelerometer 

has a sensitivity rating of 800 mV/g. This was important for detecting the tilt angle, 

which will be explain in the next section. 

A.6 Software Design 

There were two separate software packages that were used to program the prosthesis with 

the accelerometer sensors. The first was the Arduino development environment, which is 

used to program the Arduino board. The second was Processing™, which was used to 

develop a graphical user interface (GUI) to determine the best rotation angle to start and 

stop rotation of the electric wrist, and save these into the Arduino’s EEPROM memory. 

This allowed for the system to remember the wrist rotator trigger angles on start up after 

a power cycle. Figure A.14 shows the two development environments. 
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14Figure A.14 Arduino (left) and Processing (right) development environment 

Both programs needed to be able to calculate a rotation angle, as the Arduino requires 

this when the user donned the prosthesis, and Processing required a rotation angle to set 

trigger limits for the electric wrist rotator. 

A.6.1 Preparing accelerometers 

The accelerometers were used to determine a rotation angle (tilt angle) between the two 

sensors. The first accelerometer was affixed to the end of the residuum, inside the sleeve 

bearing, which rotated when the user rotated the forearm. The other was attached to the 

back of the wrist unit, which tracked with the outer forearm section and the position of 

the elbow. Two accelerometers were required for the system (i.e. the Arduino) to know 

how much rotation was occurring at the end of the residuum with respect to the elbow. 

For example, if only one accelerometer was used at the end of the right residuum, a 

pronation signal would produce exactly the same voltage output from the accelerometer 

as shoulder abduction would. The sensor would be rotating the same way in space. This 

is because there is no position reference and the accelerometer has rotated about its own 
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tilt axis in both situations.  The second distal accelerometer provides the position 

reference. If both are kept on the forearm rotation axis, then a relative rotation signal can 

be found by determining the proximal accelerometers rotation away from the fixed distal 

accelerometer (fixed to the forearm-elbow complex). In this way, the user could move 

their forearm into any position in space and a rotation signal could still be found when the 

forearm was rotated in any of these positions. 

Using accelerometers to detect a tilt angle requires an important assumption. 

Accelerometers can detect, and therefore are sensitive to both linear acceleration and 

gravitational acceleration (g-forces). If linear acceleration is removed (the prosthesis is 

not accelerating), the voltage output is a measure of the rotation with respect to gravity 

and the pitch and roll angles can be determined. When an axis is aligned with gravity, 

detection may become a problem, though the approach to calculating rotation angle in the 

programming code prevented this from being an issue, as shown in the next section. If 

there was linear acceleration (inertial acceleration in the same frame of reference) 

observed at both sensors, as is the case where a prosthesis user is driving a car or moving 

their prosthesis about very quickly, the sensors (given their close proximity), should be 

affected the same way. This assumption proved to be incorrect, as will be shown. 

For precision angle measurements, an accelerometer should be used in conjunction with a 

gyroscope to ensure accuracy. Gyroscopes measure rotational velocity (degrees per 

second), but the signal is susceptible to drift over time.  The accelerometer measures the 

number of g’s (9.81 m/s), but the output tends to be variable (e.g. vibration from motor 

can change output). If used with a Kalman filter - which makes observations over a 

period of time and then estimates the system’s state – the precision can be increased. This 
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is usually the setup that is employed in an inertial measurement unit (IMU), but cost, size 

and weight prevent its use in the prosthesis. The chosen accelerometers did have a level 

of signal conditioning and low-pass filtering capabilities, but user initiated vibration, 

created an unstable environment in which to detect a rotation signal. 

Before calculating the tilt angle, the voltage offsets for each axis output needed to be 

determined empirically. This was the difference between the actual voltage output when 

any one of the axes experiences zero acceleration, and the expected value. Though the 

expected value on each axis pin should be approximately half the voltage of the 3V3 pin 

(i.e. 2.5 V) at zero acceleration, it was necessary to determine the exact offsets as this 

affected the gravity values, which were then used to calculate a tilt angle. The outputs 

were read as an integer value after the ADC had converted them.  The offset values were 

measured when each axis was aligned with the earth's gravitational field. 

A.6.2 Calculating Gravity Values 

Gravity values (the amount of force seen by each axis) were calculated using the 

following equations: 

𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑥𝐴𝑐𝑐 − 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑥 

𝑥𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = (𝑥𝐴𝑐𝑐 − 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑥) ∗ (
5.0

1023
) + 1.59 

𝑔𝑥 =
(𝑥𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 − 1.59)

𝑔𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑥
 

The variable xAcc represented the raw values on the X axis that the microcontroller read 

after conversion by the Arduino’s ADC. Zerox was the average value of the sensor 

reading at zero acceleration, determined empirically. These two values were used to 
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calculate xcompensated, which was the current accelerometer reading minus the zero value, 

giving the deviation from baseline voltage as an integer between 0 and 1023 (a reading of 

512 represents no deviation from the baseline). This compensated value was not used in 

the code but served as a quick check to determine proper readings and set any 

programming flags to debug the code. The voltage equivalent was then found by 

converting the integer deviation into a voltage. This was achieved by multiplying by the 

amount of voltage for each integer (5.0 V / 1023 integer values). The value of 1.59 was 

the empirically determined offset voltage. The value of xvoltage was then used to check if 

what can be measured with a probe on the accelerometer matched what the software was 

calculated. The gravity force was then calculated. This required the removal of the offset 

voltage and then dividing by the sensitivity of the accelerometer. The sensitivity of the 

two accelerometers MMA7361 accelerometer was 800 mV/g.  This procedure was 

repeated for the Y and Z axes. 

When the power was turned on, the software initiated a homing sequence for 

approximately 10 seconds that calculated the three g-values for the distal accelerometer. 

The user held the prosthesis at 90 degrees of elbow flexion during this process. The Z 

axis was aligned with the longitudinal axis of the forearm, as shown in Figure A.15. The 

X and Y axis were perpendicular to the forearm.  
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15Figure A.15 Distal accelerometer orientation in forearm 

The homing sequence was designed to account for the small amount of elbow flexion and 

swaying of the prosthesis that occurred when the user was asked to hold the prosthesis 

still at 90 degrees. The software created a homing envelope for the values from all three 

axes. The average value of each axis was then calculated and this was set as a home 

position for the distal accelerometer. The system was more accurate when movements 

during the homing sequence were limited. With this homing sequence, the prosthesis now 

had a reference position. This home position also allowed for elbow flexion to be 

calculated in both directions (flexion and extension of the elbow) from the 90 degree 

position by simply observing the value on the distal Z axis.  

Knowledge of the level of elbow flexion was also used to program two safety features 

into the prosthesis. Rotation was prevented when the elbow flexed or extended further 

than 60 degrees from the 90 degree home position. This was a programmable limit that 

prevented the prosthetic hand from rotating when it was close to the user’s head or when 

it was by down by their side. If the user was eating with a utensil, it prevented a knife 
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from rotating near their face from an inadvertent rotation signal. If the user was holding a 

briefcase by their side, this prevented the briefcase from colliding with their thigh. 

A.6.3 Calculating tilt angle 

There are several ways to calculate the rotation angle between the distal and proximal 

accelerometers. In all cases, the system would start by performing the homing sequence 

and finding the orientation of the distal accelerometer. When it was finished, it proceeded 

to calculate the home angle, the angle between two gravitational vectors that results from 

both accelerometers at the home position. The rotation angle between the accelerometers 

was the angle between the two resultant gravity vectors from each accelerometer. 

Depending on its orientation, the Earth’s gravity vector will change the readings on all 

three axes of each sensor. The dot product between the vectors was rearranged to find the 

angle cosine, and then the angle as shown below.  

𝐺1 ∙ 𝐺2 = (

𝑔𝑥1

𝑔𝑦1

𝑔𝑧1

) ∙ (

𝑔𝑥2

𝑔𝑦2

𝑔𝑧2

) = 𝑔𝑥1𝑔𝑥2 + 𝑔𝑦1𝑔𝑦2 + 𝑔𝑧1𝑔𝑧2 = |𝐺1||𝐺2| cos 𝛼 

This can be rearranged to solve for cos 𝛼: 

cos 𝛼 =
𝑔𝑥1𝑔𝑥2  +  𝑔𝑦1𝑔𝑦2  +  𝑔𝑧1𝑔𝑧2 

|𝐺1||𝐺2|
 

where  

|𝐺1| = 𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡 (𝑔𝑥2 + 𝑔𝑦2 + 𝑔𝑧2) 

|𝐺2| = 𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡 (𝑔𝑥2 + 𝑔𝑦2 + 𝑔𝑧2) 

Figure A.16 shows how this was performed in the Arduino code. Note that there was a 

conversion from radians to degrees, a subtraction of the homing angle, and that the 

resulting control signal (desired rotation angle) was smoothed by a moving average filter. 
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16Figure A.16 Calculating the rotation angle using gravity vectors 

The number of samples in the moving average filter can be programmed. The moving 

average filter was also employed in the code for the Arduino hardware as well as the 

Processing code for the GUI interface. With the GUI, the filter allowed for a smooth 

rotation signal to be observed when the number of samples was between 40 and 80. 

Using this number of samples on the physical prosthesis created a delay in the wrist 

rotation signal as the Arduino board had a much slower clock speed at 16 MHz, then any 

desktop computer running the GUI. 

Other methods to find the tilt angle (as well as the method described above) can also be 

employed and a reference is provided in the appendices (Appendix H). However, the 

method shown above reduced the issues related to singularities, instability, and avoids a 

situation where there are an infinite number of solutions from solving a rotation matrix.  

A.6.4 GUI Programming 

The GUI was used to set the rotation points that trigger pronation and supination control 

signals for the wrist rotator. To do this, the USB cable was plugged into the Arduino 

board and the computer running the software. The Arduino calculated the g-values and 
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sends these to the GUI program. There are a few points that need to be observed when 

running the GUI. 

Whenever Processing (the software running the GUI) starts, it opens a serial port for the 

USB information and resets the Arduino. Whenever the Arduino is reset, the onboard 

bootloader code first checks to see if it is being sent any code from the USB, in case it 

needs to update its current sketch (sketch is Arduino’s name for a program file). This 

process takes a few seconds - if no data is streaming to the Arduino, it runs the existing 

sketch on the system. This creates a problem for the GUI as it is prevented from 

accessing the serial port during this initial start up procedure, and the GUI program 

crashes. The fastest solution was to delay the GUI code for a few seconds after it had 

opened a serial port, in order for the serial port to be free of any bootloader instructions. 

When programming through the GUI interface, the Arduino calculated the gravitational 

values to use when calculating a rotation angle. It also outputted these on the serial USB, 

which the GUI received as a string of inputs in the following format: 

𝑔𝑥𝑋𝑔𝑦𝑌𝑔𝑧𝑍𝐺1𝐺𝑔𝑥2𝑥𝑔𝑦2𝑦𝑔𝑧2𝑧𝐺2𝐹 

This string of characters represented the g-values followed by a letter that was parsed by 

the GUI software to create 8 individual readings (6 gravity values for each axis and two 

resultant gravity vectors). The GUI did not have to calculate the gravity values as the 

Arduino was already doing this. The Arduino streamed the values as a string to the GUI. 

A screenshot of the GUI program is displayed in Figure A.17.  
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17 Figure A.17 GUI for programming wrist unit  

The string from the USB stream is shown in the bottom left hand corner as a check to 

make sure that the data being sent makes sense.  Figure A.17 is the GUI on start up.  

Figure A.18 shows the serial content when the Arduino is streaming the accelerometer 

values. 

  

18Figure A.18 Serial data on USB line 

The two resultant gravity vectors shown above have a value of 0.95 and 1.00. The 

resultant gravity vectors should always sum to a value of 1.00, as they are reflecting the 

Earth’s gravity which is defined as 1g. However, inertial accelerations, sensor errors, and 

delays in the processing will cause a slight deviation for this value.  
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When programming with the GUI, the homing sequence did not run. A Set Home button 

provided this functionality as can be seen in the top right hand corner of the GUI, as 

shown in Figure A.19. Four push buttons were provided and ordered (top to button) 

reflecting the sequence necessary for programming the Arduino.   

 

19Figure A.19 Programming buttons 

The first step was to set the home angle by asking the user to hold the prosthesis at 90 

degrees of elbow flexion. The gravity values and resultant gravity vector for the distal 

accelerometer appear next to the button. Then the pronation and supination values could 

be set. Pressing the Pronation Max button initiated a 10 second timer. The user was then 

asked to pronate as much as they could and they could view their progress on the dial 

below the buttons. The dial represented the calculated rotation angle. The user did not 

have to hold the dial in this pronated positions until the timer ran out. They could return 

to neutral and attempt again, as the software compared the current angle to the previous, 

and updated if a larger pronation angle has been achieved. After 10 seconds, the system 

would record the largest pronation angle as the limit. The trigger angle for pronation 

could then be set as a percentage of the maximum pronation achieved. In Figure A.18, the 

scroll bars can be used to adjust the percentage of the maximum angle that was desired 

for starting the location, and the associated angle can be seen as well. This process was 
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repeated for the supination side. This method accounted for an increasing range of motion 

and allows for the trigger angles to be adjusted accordingly. Ultimately three trigger 

slices (control regions on the dial) were created. One was for the neutral position and then 

a slice for both pronation and supination regions. Ideally, the neutral slice should be large 

enough to prevent inadvertent activation of the wrist unit that arise from small 

perturbations signals from the accelerometers or user. There was a programmed 16 

degree minimum neutral slice so that a neutral position always existed and the user could 

always stop the rotator. 

When they were satisfied with the trigger angles, the Load Arduino button was pressed. 

This interrupted the stream from the serial line and the GUI wrote the trigger values 

(angle in degrees) as well as the home angle onto the serial bus. The Arduino then 

interrupted its output data stream (the accelerometer g-values) and parsed the USB’s 

serial buffer for the pronation, supination and home values. The home value was only 

valid until the prosthesis is turned off. When it was switched back on, the homing 

sequence will activate to set a new home angle. 

The pronation and supination angles were saved to the Arduino’s onboard EEPROM 

memory (1 kB). The EEPROM write command takes 3.3 ms to complete and this was 

indicated to the user by flashing the blue LED. When the prosthesis was powered up, the 

EEPROM values are read and used as the triggers angles. When the user exceeded the 

angle, the wrist rotator was sent a command to rotate accordingly. The command signal 

was an 8-bit (0-255) digital PWM signal, which was sent to the bridge. The associated 

direction LED was lit at this time. 
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A.7 Wrist Rotator Control Strategies 

Three strategies can be implemented to control the output of the wrist rotator (dc motor, 

open loop). Velocity control will allow for the motor to turn at a desired speed (set speed 

or varying), but the position of the motor is not controlled. Depending on the torque 

required by the motor (which is dependent on the load inertia from the motor and 

attached load, such as the hand or grasped object), the motor will draw a certain amount 

of current to maintain the torque needed to achieve the desired speed. This current is 

usually limited for safety reasons. In the research prosthesis, there was a current limiting 

potentiometer in the motor controller (VASI bridge). 

Position control can be used to map the position of the wrist unit directly to the position 

of the residuum. This can provide precise motion of the prosthetic hand’s position but 

will require a servomotor and feedback implementation. Implementation in a prosthesis 

also adds a layer of complexity. The motor will always draw power from the battery as it 

is always in an active state (unless a dead band is programmed). With reference to the 

GUI, when the user is within the neutral region and velocity control is used, the motor is 

turned off. If position control is used, the motor is active and drawing power. The range 

of motion of the prosthesis is also limited in a position control environment. The 

complete range of motion of the prosthetic hand (attached to the wrist rotator), is always 

within a certain envelope, corresponding to the range of motion of the residuum. In 

velocity control, the user has to simply go beyond the trigger angle and can rotate to any 

position. This is possible in both pronation and supination. 
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Torque control is not required for this particular application as there is no need to provide 

a constant tension force or to pull an object indefinitely. In this control scheme, the 

desired torque is set, but velocity and position are not controlled. 

Since only one speed was set in both pronation and supination, this represented a simple 

velocity control, akin to bang-bang control, where the motor was either on or off. This 

control scheme was easy for the user to get accustomed to. Through continued use of the 

device, the range of motion of the user’s residuum may increase to a point where the 

trigger slices for pronation and supination can be further divided into multiple speed 

slices. This means that if the user rotated to a further extent, the speed of rotation would 

increase, and they could theoretically increase and decrease the speed of the rotation at 

will. This strategy was outside the scope of this research, but represents an improvement 

to the current control scheme.  

A.8 Sensor Alternatives 

The research prosthesis (and prosthetic jig) originally used two accelerometers for 

detecting rotation angle, which was tested for functionality with a prosthesis user. The 

feedback from the user indicated that the prosthesis was not yet ready for assessment 

testing and additional adjustments were required. This section describes the main issues 

with the accelerometers and software programming and the Hall effect sensors. 

A.8.1 Implementation Issues 

The accelerometers demonstrated several issues when the user donned the device and 

attempted a series of grasping tasks. The prosthesis was able to detect a rotation signal 

when the device was held at 90 degrees of elbow flexion. This was also the reference 
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position for the homing sequence. Problems arose when attempting to use the prosthesis 

when the device was lifted to eye level or when the elbow was extended beyond the home 

position.  

The wrist rotator would activate and remain active when the user wanted to stop rotation. 

This is because an active rotation signal was still being calculated and sent to the wrist 

unit. There are two reasons for this. The first is due to inertial acceleration. When the user 

lifts the prosthesis, the sensors experience linear acceleration. When using accelerometers 

to measure tilt angle, the assumption was made that linear acceleration would not exist, 

which was proven to be false. Even if the user moved the device at a constant velocity, an 

active rotation signal was being produced. Figure A.20 displays the calculated rotation 

angle that can help in the understanding of this problem. 

 

 

20Figure A.20 Forearm Rotation at home position 

The GUI was designed with functionality to record and store the calculated rotation 

angle, and exported these values to a file where a plot was produced and assessed. Figure 

A.20 was the result of the user performing a pronation followed by a supination motion at 
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the home position (90 degrees of elbow flexion). The system accurately recorded a 

pronation value of approximate 27 degrees and then a supination value of -18 degrees 

(supination values are negative angles). 

Figure A.21 and Figure A.22 show the recorded rotation angles for 45 degrees of elbow 

flexion and extension with respect to the home position. The user was asked to perform 

pronation and supination motions as before. 

 

21Figure A.21 Forearm rotation in flexion position 

 

22Figure A.22 Forearm rotation in extension position 
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Figure A.22 indicates that even though a supination motion was performed, the rotation 

angle was always calculated as positive (pronated). A supination angle was never 

reached. In the extended position (Figure A.22), the problem is worse. A large pronation 

signal is seen throughout the pronation, neutral and supination positions. If the user were 

to activate the wrist rotator in pronation mode in the extended position, the only way to 

stop pronation would be to flex the elbow back to 90 degrees (home position) and then 

rotate to the neutral rotation region. This is not intuitive and is difficult for the user to 

perform in practice. Attempts were made at correcting this issue through software by 

using the elbow flexion angle (which was measured) to compensate for the changes made 

to the accelerometer inputs when the prosthesis was rotated in various orientation. 

Though some improvements were seen, the reliability was questionable at best. 

It was also noticed that when the GUI was active, the rotation angle (as observed on the 

GUI) did not provide a smooth and stable signal as was expected. This was despite the 

implementation of a smoothing filter. The instability came from the user initiated elbow 

vibration, a result of trying to hold the prosthesis relatively still at 90 degrees of elbow 

flexion.  When the homing sequence was performed, this problem also caused the 

homing envelope of the three axes to become quite large. The homing envelope 

represents the range of values on any axis that corresponds to a neutral output of the wrist 

rotator. A large neutral zone can result if there is an excessive amount of movement 

during the homing sequence. This results in a user having to rotate a lot further before the 

system calculates a rotation angle that is beyond the trigger angles.  

The detection scheme using the two accelerometers posed several problems that were not 

remedied to a degree where their implementation inside a prosthesis was acceptable.  
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A.8.2 Digital Hall effect sensors 

Hall effect sensors were investigated as an alternative to the two accelerometers being 

used to detect rotation angle. Hall effect sensors work by detecting magnetic field vectors 

and providing a voltage output. For the prosthetic application, a round rare-Earth magnet 

(permanent magnet) was used to create the magnetic field. This was mounted onto the 

distal face of the sleeve bearing, above the axis of rotation. The Hall effect sensors were 

mounted in front of the magnet on the forearm section, as shown in Figure A.23. 

 

23Figure A.23 Sleeve bearing before (left) and after (right) mounting magnetic sensors 

The magnetic sensing provides a major advantage over the previous design, as it does not 

suffer from (and is not dependent on) the changing position of the prosthesis in space. 

The user can move the device to any position and the exact same conditions exist for 

rotation detection in each position. This position effect (and resulting instability) is one of 

the main problems in many new user-intent detection algorithms and has been described 

in previous literature [20]. Removing this instability from the detection problem is 

preferable, rather than attempting to compensate for its effect, though it may limit the 

type of detection strategies that can be used. 
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The placement of the magnet and sensors above the axis of rotation provides a second 

advantage. By offsetting the magnet from the centre, the arc of travel of the magnet has 

increased, which effectively increases the range of motion in which the sensors can detect 

a rotation (Figure A.24). 

 

24Figure A.24 Placement of magnetic sensors 

The two magnetic sensors used for detection were the A1104 digital Hall effect switches 

from Allegro. These operate as limit switches and change their voltage output when in 

the presence of the south polarity of the magnet. When the user rotated the forearm to a 

point where the magnet was positioned in front of a sensor, the output of the signal pin 

from the sensor changed from a high voltage to a low voltage (5V to ~2V). A pull-up 

resistor could be placed on the output pin to maintain the high (off) output. The Arduino 

has an internal pull-up resistor (approximately 20 kΩ), that is enabled for both sensors, 

removing the need for any additional hardware. The magnetic sensors also require only 3 

wires each (power, ground, signal), instead of the 5 wires for each accelerometer, which 
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created an interference problem when the electric wrist rotator was inserted into the 

prosthesis. 

User testing with the device demonstrated a lack of accurate control with the device. The 

user was able to easily activate the wrist rotator in either direction. However, to stop the 

wrist rotator in the desired position, the user needed to rotate the forearm to an excessive 

degree in the opposite direction. For example, if the user was actively supinating the 

device and wished to stop, they would need to rotate beyond the neutral region and into 

the pronation region before supination ended. At times, the wrist rotator would change 

directions and begin to pronate. This had to do with the hysteresis built into the Hall 

effect sensor. 

The Hall effect sensor output goes low (turns ON) when the magnetic field exceeds the 

operating point threshold, BOP. For output high, the magnetic field cannot simply return 

below this threshold, but must go beyond to the release point threshold, BRP, before the 

switch turns off. In its usual application the hysteresis prevents jitter around the activation 

point. In the prosthesis the hysteresis manifests itself by requiring the magnet to move a 

further distance from the sensor to turn the sensor off, as compared to the distance 

between the magnet and the sensor needed to turn it on. Thus the magnetic fields map on 

to the distances travelled. Unfortunately, the use of two Hall effect sensors in close 

proximity to each other resulted in an overlap of the hysteresis regions of both of the 

sensors. Figure A.25 shows the hysteresis of the sensors.  
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25Figure A.25 Hysteresis of the Hall effect sensor 

The effect of the problem was mitigated slightly by physically removing and repositioned 

the sensors until the hysteresis regions did not overlap. This fine tuning however is 

impractical in a final prosthetic design. It is also made difficult by the fact that the 

activation locations for pronation and supination are not equidistant from the centre of the 

neutral region. To reposition the sensors, the electric wrist rotator had to be repeatedly 

removed and reinserted. This eventually led to interference where the motor housing of 

the wrist rotator pushed against the Hall effect sensors to the point where the electrical 

connection failed. A more robust sensor was required.  

Though not the finalized design, the magnet sensors did provide additional benefits over 

the accelerometers, aside from those mentioned above. The GUI that was used to 

program the trigger slices with the accelerometers was made obsolete, and was discarded. 

The 10 second homing sequence was also no longer needed, as the position effect has 

been eliminated. 
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A.9 Motion Capture Setup 

Before each capture session, the origin of the capture volume was defined using a 

calibration object with reflective markers placed at defined positions. The static 

calibration object was placed within the capture volume and allows the system to 

determine the orientation of the infrared cameras with respect to each other. Eventually, 

this allows the system to locate, follow and record the trajectories of the markers when 

they are attached to the subject. To assist in marker identification, a static capture was 

performed where the subject stands still and all the markers on the subject were labeled 

by the researcher. This allowed markers in subsequent sessions to be easily identified as 

the system had a reference for where each marker was situated relative to surrounding 

markers. The system was set to track the markers at a default frequency of 60 Hz. This 

setting could be adjusted by the operator to a higher frequency to capture an increased 

number of still frames every second. For this study, the default setting was maintained. 

Figure A.26 shows two cameras mounted on an adjustable wall bracket and tripod. 

 

26Figure A.26 Motion capture camera mounted on tripod (left) and wall bracket (right) 

The Vicon camera is composed of an inner lens that is filtered to capture only infrared 

light. This lens is surrounded by the strobe, a circular matrix of 120 light emitting diodes 

that operate in the infrared spectrum. These are both tuned to flash and capture at a 
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frequency of 60 Hz. The emitted light from the LEDs reflects off of the markers attached 

to the subject and is captured by the infrared lens. This is how the camera is able to track 

the markers. The Workstation software reconstructs 60 frames every second producing 

coordinate positions (X-Y-Z) of each marker in the capture volume, with the origin 

located in the position of the calibration object.  The position data can be stored in the 

native C3D file (motion capture standard) or in a comma separated file (CSV) which can 

then be post-processed in other software for further analysis (e.g. Matlab). Figure A.27 

and Figure A.28 show a screen capture of the Workstation software. Note that markers 

can be grouped together to represent body segments to make visualization of the subject’s 

limb segments more apparent.  

 

27Figure A.27 Screen capture of workstation software during clothespin test 
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28Figure A.28 Screen capture of workstation during sitting Box and Blocks test 

The equipment in the Motion Lab at the IBME had to be arranged in a particular manner 

before the subjects arrived to perform the testing. Prior to testing the Vicon cameras 

needed to be positioned to capture all the reflective markers that would be placed on the 

subject. At least two cameras must always be able to see every marker at all points during 

the capture session to ensure that the system can calculate its position in space. The 

cameras were therefore positioned at varying heights around the table where the two 

assessment tasks were performed. The table was also positioned as close to the origin, as 

determined by the calibration object. The cameras were not moved between assessments. 

To determine the proper position, the assessment tasks were performed by a researcher 

wearing the reflective markers, and the test capture sessions were viewed to see if there 

was any marker occlusion (markers disappear or become hidden by objects in the capture 

volume). 
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The static calibration object was placed on the table, which results in the origin being 

elevated to 0.76 m off of the ground. The surface of the table had demarcation points for 

aligning the static calibration object, the clothespin test, and the Box and Blocks test, as 

shown in Figure A.29.  

 

29Figure A.29 Alignment for assessment test 
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A.9.1 Equipment Setup  

The equipment and cameras in the room were positioned as shown in Figure A.30. 

 
30Figure A.30 Layout of lab equipment for testing 

There were two cameras (Camera 3 and Camera 7) that were mounted on tripods, the rest 

were mounted in the maximum positions in their respective wall tracks. The two tripod 

mounted cameras were at a distance of 2.74 m (9 ft) from the edge of the table that made 

up the Workspace outlined in Figure A.30. The centre of the infrared camera was 2.03 m 

(6.6 ft) from the ground. 

It was important to define where markers were to be placed on the prosthesis. Boney 

landmarks were not shared between the able-bodied subjects and the prosthesis user. 

Figure A.31 shows a close up of the hand and the location of the markers. Note that the 

prosthesis included a flexion wrist (locked position) and that the hand was rotated into a 

defined position before the exercise began. This was the prosthesis user’s preference and 

it was important to match both the orientation of the wrist and location of the markers on 

the current prosthesis and the research prosthesis.  
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31Figure A.31 Marker locations on prosthesis 

Figure A.32 presents the locations of the other markers that make up the marker set. 

 

32Figure A.32 Marker locations on prosthesis 

A.9.2 Marker Setup  

Boney landmarks are anatomical locations on the body with little muscle coverage, thin 

subcutaneous tissue, and movement between this tissue and the bone is minimal. This 

allows for the underlying skeletal structure to be palpated and identified. Examples of 

boney landmarks are the lateral epicondyle of the elbow, the radial styloid of the wrist, 

and the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS). This allows for repeatability between 

subjects. Many of these boney prominences occur in the vicinity of joint articulation 

which further helps to visualize the movement of the body. Figure A.33 shows the 

markers used in this study.  
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33Figure A.33 Reflective markers for subject 

Table A.1lists the locations and diameter of the markers used in this study, starting at the 

head and moving down towards the hips. Markers positioned at the head and waist were 

attached to an elastic strap that is worn by the subject. All other markers were affixed 

with two sided tape. Smaller markers were used when adjacent markers were close 

together, to decrease the chance of the motion capture software confusing markers that 

were in close proximity. The marker set used in this study was modified from earlier 

motion capture experiments performed at the IBME by Zinck [3], Ross [44], and Pick 

[45]. 

There are a few points worth mentioning about specific markers. RIFIN was a marker 

introduced specifically for the prosthesis user to serve as an indicator for whether the 

prosthetic hand was opened or closed. It was also worn by the able bodied subjects.  

To facilitate placement of the C7 marker, the subject was asked to tuck their chin into 

their chest. In this position, C7 was the most prominent vertebra that protrudes at the 

back of the neck. This marker can also be occluded by long hair, which was tied back 

before the motion capture session began. 

The hip markers were held on wands that were attached to a neoprene base. The neoprene 

base reduced the chance of the markers shifting on clothing during testing and when the 
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subject moved from a sitting to standing position. The wands helped to prevent occlusion 

by the subject’s shirt folding over at the waist. The wands would also amplify movement 

of the hip rotation to a certain degree, though there is a tradeoff between amplifying 

movement, and amplifying vibration of the marker base (neoprene base). In this study, 

the feet were planted and do not leave the floor, reducing the chance of vibration.  

1Table A.1 Marker descriptions and locations 

Acronym Anatomical Landmark Marker Diameter (mm) 

Head Markers 

FRHD Front of head, forehead  25 

LTHD Left side of head 25 

RTHD Right side of head 25 

C7 C7 of the Spine 25 

LCLA Left sternoclavicular joint 19 

RCLA Right sternoclavicular joint 19 

Arm and Shoulder Markers 

LSHO Acromion of Left side (shoulder) 25 

LUPA Upper Arm of Left side 25 

LELB Lateral epicondyle of Left side 25 

RSHO Acromion of Right side (shoulder) 25 

RUPA Upper Arm of Right side 25 

RELB Lateral epicondyle of Right side 25 

Forearm Markers 

LRAD Left radial styloid process 19 

LULNA Left ulnar styloid process 19 

LWC Left wrist centre 19 

RRAD Right radial styloid process 19 

RULNA Right ulnar styloid process 19 

RWC Right wrist centre 19 

Hand Markers 

L2MC Left 2nd metacarpal head, below knuckle 19 

L5MC Left 5th metacarpal head 19 

R2MC 2nd metacarpal head 19 

R5MC 5th metacarpal head 19 

RIFIN Right Index finger, distal to DIP joint 13 

Hip Markers 

SACR Flat part of sacrum 25 

LHIP Left front of ASIS, extended on wand 25 

RHIP Right front of ASIS, extended on wand 25 
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As a result of the attached hip markers being held at a distance from the subject’s waist, 

there was a concern that the markers may obstruct the user’s motion or that the elbows 

may collide with the markers and change their relative positions. This was prevented on 

the subject’s left side by having the left arm in a stationary position during both 

assessment tasks. On the right side, the right arm was sufficiently out of the way during 

the tasks and did not interfere with the hip marker. This also provided a clear and 

unobstructed view of the markers for the cameras. Figure A.34 shows the resting position 

of the left hand during both assessment tasks.  

  

34Figure A.34 Marker locations on subject 

A.9.3 Data Processing 

The following section details the post-processing involved in translating the trajectory 

coordinates obtained from motion capture sessions and turning these into kinematic data 

(i.e. joint angles) to compare across the different groups. Before exporting trajectories 

into a CSV file, the motion capture trials were reviewed to see if there were any issues 

tracking the markers. If markers were incorrectly labeled by the software, an attempt to 

re-label them in the system was made. If markers were missing or hidden for a number of 

frames, judicious use of Vicon’s gap filling and/or smoothing function can be used. 
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However, a decision was made to ensure this was only performed for a small period as it 

may introduce new data or incorrect smoothing due to Vicon’s spline interpolation 

algorithm (cubic spline and Woltring filter). Missing trajectories (as seen in the exported 

CSV file) had to be at most 20 consecutive frames in length (at 60Hz this is 

approximately a third of a second) if any gap filling was used. If this was not the case, the 

trial was deemed incomplete and had to be redone. 

The RCLA and LCLA trajectories in the Box and Blocks tests required additional 

smoothing at certain points in the trajectory. This was the result of the markers moving 

between two positions, approximately 7 mm apart. The data was smoothed using Vicon 

Workstation’s Woltring filter Option (mean squared error = 20). 

Previous studies with motion capture at the IBME had made frame selection a required 

user input when Matlab processes the data, so that start and stop frame values could be 

entered by the user. In this study, the motion capture data was cropped and edited in the 

Workstation software before exporting the CSV file. This conditioned CSV file could 

then be directly imported by Matlab functions without any pre-processing. 

The Matlab programming software (version R2009b) was used to create marker arrays, 

coordinate systems and to calculate joint angles. Matlab functions composed by Ross 

[44], MacPhee [46], and Zinck [3] were used as a starting point to analyze this data. 

However, depending on the particular joint angle being analyzed, modifications and/or 

new functions were written in Matlab to avoid introducing errors due to approximations 

and errors in the original subroutines. The programming structure and modifications will 

be explained later. 
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A.9.4 Trial Selection 

Each subject performed three different assessments: Box and Blocks test while sitting, 

Box and Blocks test while standing, and the clothespin test. Previous motion capture 

studies at the IBME have asked the subjects to perform three trials of each test, to ensure 

that there are no complications due to markers falling off of subjects, marker occlusion, 

malfunctioning equipment or software, distracted subject, or if the subject made an error 

during the test (e.g. incorrect order, feet lifted from floor, two blocks grasped at same 

time, etc.). Many trials can be averaged together to get a trajectory, or the best trial of the 

three can be selected. In this study, only one trial was needed for each Box and Blocks 

test. If there was an error, the trial was simply repeated. The standing clothespin test is 

five cycles of upward and downward motion. In total, ten captures trials were performed, 

as the subject must pause in between for the time duration to be recorded by the 

researcher. Only one successful upward and one successful downward assessment were 

used for this study. No averaging was used. This test by its nature provided sufficient 

capture trials to ensure at least one of these had clear uninterrupted trajectories for all 

markers. 

Static trials for each of the three activities were also recorded as they assisted in 

determining the rotation angle of the C7 reflective marker used in two limb segment 

motions. 

A.10 Vicon Workstation 

Motion capture sessions required that the Vicon Workstation database was structured in a 

particular manner.  Figure A.35 shows an example of Eclipse, the Workstation data 
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management system utilized in this experiment. The system’s hierarchy for a database 

(labelled UNB_Pronator) is organized in the following format. 

New Patient Classification  New Patient  New Session  New Subsession  New Trial 

 

35Figure A.35 Database hierarchy for testing 

These also correspond to the first 5 buttons in the window. In Figure A.35 these are 

names: 

 Prosthesis Users  PML01  Day 2  Clothespin  Clothespin_down5 

Double clicking on any trial will launch the capture window as shown in Figure A.36 
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36Figure A.36 Capture window for a trial 

This particular capture has already been labeled as can be seen in the window on the right 

hand side of the capture (the Labelling Control Bar). In this case, NML01is referred to as 

the subject, Ali_pronator.mkr is the attached marker set. Autolabel has been selected, 

which will allow multiple trials to be labeled with one marker set (after the initial one is 

labeled manually). The vertical list in the Labelling Control Bar shows a list of all the 

markers in the marker set and corresponds to the cyan coloured circles in the capture 

(which represent the physical reflected markers placed on a subject). The green lines 

between the markers indicate that in the marker set file, specific limb segments have been 

defined and have been identified by the Workstation software which can now draw a 

green line joining the two points.  
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To attach a marker set to the capture click the following options: 

1) Trial  Attach Marker Set (locate marker set to be used) 

2) Label all points with markers 

3) Edit  Delete unlabelled trajectories 

4) Trial  Create Autolabel Calibration (fill in Subject Name, i.e. NML01) 

5) Trial  Options, Check Subject (this attaches subject to the trial) 

6) Click Autolabel the toolbar (9
th

 button from the left) 

If Vicon was unable to capture a marker during a trial it can be instructed to use a cubic 

spline and a Woltring filter to fill in these gaps smoothly. This should only be done for a 

few frames and is dependent on the motion that is being captured. Discretion should be 

exercised when using this tool and it is recommended that both an unfilled and filled csv 

file be created and then compared. 

To fill in the gaps, click Edit in the Menu bar and then click Maximum Fill Gap as shown 

in Figure A.37.  

 

37Figure A.37 Filling in gaps in marker trajectory 
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This will bring up a dialog box (Figure A.38) where the maximum number of frames to 

fill can be chosen. Vicon will not fill in gaps larger than this selection. 

 

38Figure A.38 Defining maximum frames for gap filling 

In this example any gap in data (i.e. XYZ data) will be filled in. The default capture rate 

is 60 Hz, therefore the maximum fill will be 1/3 of a second. This does not mean that 

0.33 seconds of the total capture time is the maximum time to be filled. It means that in 

the complete capture time, any gaps up to 0.33 seconds will be filled in. If many of these 

gaps exist, then it is better to redo the trial or risk adding data. 

To export to a CSV file, return to the Eclipse window, select a trial and click on the 

pipeline button (10th button from left). The CSV that will be created lists all markers and 

their corresponding X,Y,Z coordinates relative to the calibration object’s origin. 
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39Figure A.39 Exporting data to ASCII file 

Check off Export data to ASCII file, and press Options (Figure A.39). This will open a 

small dialogue box, as shown in Figure A.40. Check Header, Events, Analysis, and 

Trajectories. If force plates are being used, or other analog inputs (e.g. EMG electrode 

data), check these off as well. The input box labeled ‘Invalid co-ordinate value’ allows 

the researcher to suggest an option for missing data. At times, Vicon will be unable to 

capture data for a frame, a result of occlusion (markers can be seen). The resulting 

spreadsheet will display a blank cell if nothing is entered here (and gap filling has not 

been used). One option for entry is NaN (not a number) as Matlab understand this 

character and it can be useful in data post processing. Press OK to close this dialogue box 

and press OK again to begin writing to a csv file. The file will be place in the same folder 

as the captured video. 
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40Figure A.40 Defining ASCII file for export 

A.11 Transfer into Matlab 

After the motion capture sessions were completed and the Vicon Workstation software 

had prepared CSV files, this data was ported to Matlab for further processes. The Matlab 

code performs two main functions: generate local coordinate systems at different 

locations on the body, and calculate relative joint angles for kinematic analysis. The 

procedures for performing both of these functions are further described below. 

A.11.1 Subject Naming Protocol 

Subject codes have been used previously at the IBME for motion capture studies. These 

codes serve to prevent identification of an individual subject to ensure privacy, but they 

have also been used to facilitate processing in Matlab, as the naming convention provides 

pertinent details about the test and subject, reducing the amount of details that must be 

manually entered into Matlab. Figure A.41 shows the naming conventions for able-

bodied and prosthesis users. 
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The sequence of alphanumeric characters identifies the subject with the following details: 

type of user, gender, side dominance, testing order, trial index.  

 

 

 

 

41Figure A.41 Subject Naming Protocol 

A.12 Creating Local Coordinate Systems 

A.12.1 Data Import 

The CSV files are organized by markers and frame number. Horizontally, the file lists the 

X ,Y, and Z coordinate of each marker relative to the origin created by the calibration 

object. The vertical direction displays each captured frame and the associated 

coordinates. Figure A.42 shows a CSV file for the standing Box and Blocks test. In this 

Figure, two of the three markers placed on the subject’s head and the associated 

coordinates for each marker are shown. The cells following the Field # label are the 

frame numbers. In Figure A.42, the data begins at frame 98 instead of frame 1. This 

indicates that the exported file was from a session that has been cropped to begin when 

the timer had been pressed. This was the case in the Blocks and box test as well as the 

clothespin test, and thus created a consistent starting point across all subjects.  

Example 1      Example 2 

 PML08a            NFR05c 

Non-prosthesis User 
Female 

Right side dominant 
Order 

Index c 

Index a 
Order 
Left side dominant 
Male 
Prosthesis User 
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This data was read into Matlab, saved as an array, and stored as a *.mat file, Matlab’s 

format file for saving variables. This data could then be loaded and parsed for the 

individuals coordinate values for every marker, for any frame. In this study, 26 markers 

were used, each having 3 values. The two-dimensional Matlab array was composed of 78 

Cartesian values (26 markers x 3 coordinates) for each of the associated frames. 

 

 

42Figure A.42 Sample exported file 

A.12.2 Defining Local Coordinate Systems 

Using the marker data, 3 local coordinate systems and 3 local measurement angles were 

created. Each of these was developed in succession. The coordinate system was named 

after the body segment or limb that it represented and consisted of 3 orthogonal axes. The 

motions of one coordinate system relative to another during the assessment tasks were 

analyzed to compare the prosthesis user to the able-bodied group. 
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The general procedure to define the coordinate system required 3 non-collinear markers 

and their position data (X, Y, Z coordinates). These markers were used to create 4 

vectors, 3 of which will form the directional vectors for the coordinate system. Referring 

to Figure A.43, a vector from marker M1 to marker M2 forms the first axis, Axis 1. A 

vector from M1 to M3 forms a second, intermediary axis. The cross product of these two 

vectors yields Axis 3. The cross product of Axis 3 and Axis 1 yields Axis 2. Coordinate 

system development is further discussed by Ross [44].  

 

43Figure A.43 Sample exported file 

The first 3 coordinate systems developed were for the pelvis, the trunk and the head. All 

of these followed the same pattern of using 3 markers to develop 3 directional vectors 

which served as the coordinate axes. However, virtual marker positions were created at 

times before a final axis could be defined. The following section describes the creation of 

each individual coordinate system and will explain the use of virtual markers as well. 
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Pelvis 

The markers, marker locations, and axes of the Pelvis coordinate system are shown in 

Figure A.44. There were two markers placed on the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) 

on either side of the pelvis. The third marker was placed on the sacrum. In the marker set, 

these markers are labeled LHIP, RHIP, and SACR.  

 

44Figure A.44 Pelvis coordinate system 

A vector was created joining the sacrum marker and a virtual point half way between the 

right and left ASIS markers, directed in front of the patient. This forms the X-axis for the 

pelvic coordinate system. A second vector (intermediary axis) was created from the right 

ASIS marker to the left ASIS marker. The cross product of the X-axis and the 

intermediary axis forms the Z-axis and origin at the level of the sacrum, halfway between 

the ASIS markers. The Y-axis is the cross product of the Z-axis and X-axis. 
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Trunk 

The trunk coordinate system was defined using the two clavicle markers and a virtual 

marker, Adjusted C7. Unlike the markers used for the pelvis and the head, the RCLA, 

LCLA and C7 markers were not in the same horizontal plane. The Adjusted C7 marker 

was realized by rotating the C7 marker through an angle θ, around an axis formed by a 

vector that passed through the two clavicle markers (the Y-axis), as illustrated in Figure 

A.45. This figure is for illustration purposes, markers are placed on the skin, not on 

clothing. This rotation vector was located at the midpoint between the two clavicle 

markers, which served as the origin of this local coordinate system. The static trial or 

normal trial could be used to determine this angle as long as the subject was looking 

straight ahead with their head level.  

 

 
45Figure A.45 Adjusted C7 marker definition 
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This rotation angle was found by first creating a plane with the RCLA, LCLA, and C7 

markers and determining the rotation from the capture volume origin as defined by the 

calibration object. With two markers and one virtual marker, the directional vectors of the 

3 axes can be defined. The X-axis was defined as a vector from the Adjusted C7 marker 

to the midpoint between the clavicle markers, directed anteriorly from the subject. The Z-

axis was the cross product of the X-axis and vector between the clavicle markers (i.e. the 

Y-axis). The Y-axis was then re-defined, as the cross product of the Z-axis and X-axis. 

This redefinition was necessary as finding the rotation angle and defining the coordinate 

axes was performed in two separate subroutines in Matlab. 

 

Head 

Three markers were used to create the coordinate system at the head: FRHD, LTHD, and 

RTHD. As is the case with the hip markers, all 3 markers are positioned to lie within a 

plane horizontal to the floor. This prevented the need to perform a planar rotation, as was 

the case with the trunk coordinate system. The midpoint between the right and left head 

markers was located (local origin). A vector was formed between this point and the 

forehead marker (FRHD). This vector was the X-axis and was directed anteriorly. The Z-

axis was defined as the cross product between the X-axis and a vector between the left 

and right head markers. The Y-axis was then the cross product between the Z-axis and 

the X-axis and was directed towards the left side of the subject as shown in Figure A.46. 
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46Figure A.46 Adjusted C7 marker definition 

Shoulders 

Tracking the movement of the shoulder joint required an understanding of the underlying 

motion. The shoulder joint consists of the glenohumeral and scapulothoracic motion, the 

result of three separate joints: glenohumeral, acromioclavicular, and sternoclavicular. 

This ball and socket joint coupled with the scapulae floating on top of the thoracic cage 

(posterior ribcage) and articulations at the sternum provide the shoulder girdle a large 

amount of mobility. Tracking this motion properly with reflective markers and local 

coordinate systems was not a simple task. The scapulae move under the skin, making this 

motion difficult to track with a surface marker. The contribution from each joint to the 

overall shoulder motion also changes depending on where the humerus is positioned.  

Previous studies in upper limb motion capture [3][44][46] have created a virtual shoulder 

marker at the shoulder’s presumed centre of rotation. Using the lateral epicondyle marker 

at the elbow, it was assumed that this marker would always trace a spherical path around 

the centre of rotation of the shoulder girdle. The radius of this path would be equal to the 

distance between the assumed centre of rotation for the shoulder and the lateral 

Z 

Y 
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epicondyle. Analysis of the epicondyle position revealed that a single radius about the 

proposed centre of rotation of the shoulder did not exist as there were always errors in the 

distance between the epicondyle marker and the centre location when trying to fit the 

position to a spherical path.  Instead, a band of positions identified as a point cloud 

resulted.  The thickness of the point cloud was iteratively reduced by moving the current 

centre of rotation (using the acromion marker as a starting position) until the error was 

below a certain threshold. The iteration required 15000 cycles to complete. 

In these studies, two more virtual markers were also defined at the centre of the elbow 

joint and more distally at the wrist. If the elbow is assumed to act as a simple hinge joint, 

all three joint centres will be coplanar. Using these virtual joint centres, local coordinate 

systems at the shoulder centre, the elbow, and the wrist were developed. 

This approach over simplifies both the motion of the shoulder and the elbow joints, and 

ultimately the movement of the humerus. The contribution of the scapulae is reduced. 

The process of calculating the joint centre at the shoulder also admits a level of error and 

ambiguity. These issues are problematic as they introduce of level of uncertainty in the 

primary metric of this study. The efficacy of the research prosthesis was established by 

the amount of shoulder rotation it could potentially reduce when a prosthesis user was 

performing a task. As a result, any measure of shoulder rotation had to mitigate the errors 

introduced from assumptions in range of motion and from the creation of virtual markers 

(e.g. shoulder centre).  In previous studies, the elbow coordinate system was created 

using the virtual marker at the centre of rotation of the shoulder, and the subsequent wrist 

coordinate system was built from a virtual marker at the elbow’s centre of rotation. 

Therefore, any error in the shoulder coordinate system would propagate to the elbow, 
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which in turn would introduce uncertainty in the wrist coordinate system. If this approach 

was taken, the most distal coordinate system would have the highest error. This has 

further ramifications in upper limb prosthetic design as it calls into question the reliability 

of kinematic data from reflective markers placed on a prosthetic hand, the component of 

interest and interaction for the prosthesis user. 

In this study, shoulder rotation was tracked using the lateral epicondyle marker relative to 

the marker placed on the acromion process of the same side. The epicondyle marker 

movement relative to the acromion marker was not a direct measure of shoulder 

movement, but it is a repeatable measure on all subjects and was not affected by the 

assumptions and errors previously discussed. A three dimensional angle between the 

elbow, acromion, and right hip markers was used to define the shoulder angle.  
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Appendix B: The Box and Blocks Test – Results and Discussion 

This section details the results and discussion related to the Box and Blocks test in both 

the sitting and standing positions. 

B.1 Location of release of the blocks 

Some subjects released the block from a height above the surface of the box, while others 

only released the block once it made contact with the box surface. This occurred in both 

sitting and standing assessment. This had an effect on shoulder and elbow angle as the 

hand needed to travel a further distance when the block was placed. Placing the block 

down rather than dropping the block was associated with larger shoulder and elbow 

angles, and a lower score. Figure B.1 shows the scores of the Box and Blocks test for all 

13 able-bodied subjects and the prosthesis user (Subject 14). 

 

Figure B.1 Box and Blocks assessment in sitting (grey) and standing (black) position, current prosthesis 

(plus), research prosthesis (cross) 
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Subject 1 displayed the highest scores in both the standing and sitting positions. On 

review of the captured video, Subject 1 also displayed the largest difference in height of 

release, from the block to the box. Subject 1 also had the smallest shoulder angle during 

these assessments. In the future, insisting that the block make contact with the box 

surface may reduce this potential variation in scores and angles measurements. 

B.2 Effect of height 

The height of the Box and Blocks test equipment (relative to the subject) was set by 

placing a reflective marker on the surface of the table top and adjusting the height of the 

table so that the table marker was level with the hip markers. This reduced (or at least 

standardized) the effect due to differences in height or torso lengths when sitting and 

standing. Two observations are of interest. One of the subjects (Subject 8) achieved the 

same score in both positions, as the table height (and box position) did not change when 

the subject moved from a sitting to standing position. This was a result of the subject’s 

anthropomorphic measurements, specifically the length of the legs. This means that the 

hip markers were at exactly the same height when they were sitting and standing. 

Another subject (Subject 11) was quite tall in height and this unfortunately meant that it 

was not possible to have the table completely lowered to their hip marker, as the table 

was prevented from further lowering by the subject’s legs. This meant the table was 

higher than the hip markers when sitting. The effect of this is not seen in the results of the 

Box and Blocks test, as there is a difference of only two blocks. The effect is seen in the 

over rotation of the shoulder to get the hand over the wall, and this is reflected in the 

subject’s larger shoulder angle when performing the sitting test.  
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The prosthesis user tended to release the block as soon as the hand was over the barrier.  

This was true with both prostheses. They also lifted the research prosthesis higher than 

their current prosthesis (larger shoulder angle) as the device was slightly longer than their 

current device. As expected, when compared to the able bodied subjects, the prosthesis 

user had a lower score in both positions and with both prosthesis. This was attributed to 

the lack of manual dexterity and proprioception as the prosthesis user spent more time 

trying to grasp the block than the able-bodied subjects. They also followed the block with 

their eyes during the entire duration of the exercise. 

The current prosthesis resulted in a higher score than the research prosthesis though the 

difference was more prominent when standing (6 blocks) as oppose to sitting (1 block). 

The prosthesis user had a lower score than all the other subjects except in one instance. 

The prosthesis user, when using their current prosthesis in the standing position, had a 

slightly higher score than Subject 4. 

B.3 Box and Blocks Test – Motion Trajectories, Sitting 

Figure B.2 shows the motion trajectories during the Box and Blocks test in the sitting 

position.  The following plots show only the first 1000 frames (~16 sec) of the capture of 

the total 3600 frames (60 seconds). As the process was cyclic for the Box and Blocks test, 

the observations are easily extended to the complete scope of the data.  
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47Figure B.2 Motion trajectories for Box and Blocks test, Sitting. Trajectories for current device in grey, 

research device in black, and able-bodied in red 
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In the case of lateral tilt of the trunk, local minima are associated with picking up the 

block on the non-dominant side (negative angle) and maxima are associated with placing 

the block on the dominant side (right to left tilt of the trunk). The prosthesis user, on 

average, had a lateral tilt of 7.3 degrees towards their dominant side using the current 

prosthesis. This reduced to 5.4 degrees with the research prosthesis. The typical trajectory 

shows an average tilt of 8.9 degrees towards the non-dominant side, towards the 

destination box. Head lateral tilt displays a synergy with trunk lateral tilt but in the 

opposite direction. This was related to keeping the eyes focused on the task. When the 

trunk tilted one way, the head generally moves in the opposite direction. The trajectory of 

the research prosthesis shows this vividly for lateral tilt. 

The trunk flexion trajectory was an adopted posture, used to bring the body into position 

to perform the task. All three trajectories have a range of motion between 6.5-7.5 degrees 

which was held through the exercise; only the initial positions were different. The 

difference between the actual degree measurements between the subjects was more 

reflective of the difference in torso length which determined the flexion angle for optimal 

position during the task. When using the research prosthesis, the user rested their left arm 

further forward on the box and this position is held during the task. This was the reason 

why the trunk flexion was higher in the research prosthesis case. The synergy with head 

motion is evident as when there was a larger trunk flexion, a smaller head flexion results.  

Trunk rotation is a synergistic motion related to head rotation. Both of these motions are 

made together in order to keep the eyes focused on the task being performed. The 

subjects that display high trunk rotations have associated head rotations that are smaller. 

The opposite is true for subjects with low trunk rotation, who have larger head rotation.  
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Trunk rotation shows that the research prosthesis caused a consistent underlying rotation 

to the user’s non-dominant side (side with prosthesis), with small variation back in forth 

during the movements over the barrier. This was consistent throughout the exercise, in 

contrast to the current prosthesis which resulted in a trunk rotation to the dominant side. 

The consistency suggests a posture related effect. The captured video showed that this 

was the result of where the left hand was positioned on the box, similar to the trunk 

flexion trajectory. As the prosthesis user had increased trunk flexion towards the front of 

the box, they were forced to rotate the trunk to a further degree to be able to reach the 

blocks. The position and location of the left hand made it difficult to accurately compare 

trunk motion between the two types of prosthesis, as the postures adopted in each case 

were not the same; they are affected by where the left hand rested. In the sitting position, 

the left hand was also being used to brace the body when the torso was flexed forward. 

The nature of the exercise and its length also add to the difficulty in comparison, as the 

constant movement made it difficult to ascertain what constituted movement and what 

was improvement.  

For most of the exercise, the research prosthesis resulted in a shoulder angle that was 

larger than the user’s current device. This was expected as the device was slightly longer 

in length and the prosthesis had to be lifted higher in order for the hand to clear the 

barrier. 

In these plots, the typical trajectory was from a user that dropped the block from a height, 

to ensure a fair comparison with the prosthesis user’s compensatory motions. Table B.1 

shows the results of the Box and Blocks test for both sitting and standing tasks, and it can 

be seen that users with the lowest scores had the highest shoulder angles. 
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Table B.1 Box and Blocks scores and shoulder angles 

Subject BB Sitting BB Standing Dropped? Max Angle Min Angle 

1 55 61 Yes 46.1 24.9 

2 37 37 Yes 74.2 18.7 

3 27 29 No 69.9 43.4 

4 24 25 No 65.7 23.0 

5 32 33 No 77.7 25.3 

6 42 46 No 60.8 13.5 

7 43 50 Yes 54.3 36.3 

8 30 30 No 74.9 27.2 

9 33 39 Yes 70.9 27.9 

10 29 27 No 45.0 21.1 

11 26 28 No 88.1 22.9 

12 38 42 No 62.4 12.2 

13 32 35 No 71.8 33.2 

Prosthesis 19 26 Yes 63.1 30.9 

Research 18 20 Yes 68.4 18.0 

 

The prosthesis user’s elbow angle trajectory (current device) had an average angle of 83.3 

degrees and was the lowest elbow angle of all the subjects. This is expected as the elbow 

is the most distal anatomical joint with the user and was the joint bearing most of the 

weight of the prosthesis. As such, movement was kept to a minimum. The research 

prosthesis had an average angle of 98.6 degrees, noticeable larger than the user’s current 

device. The research prosthesis is slightly longer than the other device and therefore the 

user had to flex the elbow to a further degree to ensure the prosthetic hand cleared the 

barrier, similar to the shoulder angle.  

B.4 Box and Blocks Test – Motion Trajectories, Standing 

Motion trajectories for the standing Box and Blocks test are displayed in Figure B.3. The 

research prosthesis displayed larger variation in the lateral tilt with a range of 

approximately 16 degrees, as compared to the other two trajectories. 
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48Figure B.3 Motion trajectories for Box and Blocks test, Standing. Trajectories for current device in grey, 

research device in black, and able-bodied in red 
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Aside from a few large spikes at the start, the prosthesis user’s range of motion (current 

device) in lateral tilt was limited to approximately 5 degrees, between 0 and 5 degrees. 

This was similar to the trajectory in the sitting position but the lateral tilt was centred 

about the 0 degree position when standing, as oppose to 7 degrees when sitting. This 

means that in terms of lateral tilt, the prosthesis user was able to adopt a more neutral 

position when standing.  The prosthesis user, on average, had a lateral tilt of 7.3 degrees 

towards their dominant side using the current prosthesis. This reduced to 5.4 degrees with 

the research prosthesis, but there was a clear indication of increased variation in motion. 

The typical trajectory shows an average tilt of 8.9 degrees towards the non-dominant 

side, towards the destination box. Head lateral tilt displays a synergy with trunk lateral tilt 

but in the opposite direction. This was related to keeping the eyes focused on the task. 

When the trunk tilted one way, the head generally moved in the opposite direction. The 

trajectory of the research prosthesis shows this vividly for lateral tilt. 

Trunk flexion showed a similar trend in the standing position as in the sitting position. 

After the exercise had started and the subject user had found a comfortable posture, the 

trunk flexion movement was minimal (less than 5 degrees) and all subjects had a trunk 

flexion angle closer to 0 degrees when standing. This means they are more bent over 

when sitting. This could be a result of the position of the chair relative to the desk, which 

may have had variation between subjects. In the standing position, all the subjects tended 

to be very close or touching the table with their body. There was also less of a need to 

brace oneself on the table with the left hand, creating a more standardized posture for the 

subjects. With the research prosthesis the user’s trunk flexion angle had improved 

significantly, in that the user was standing in a more neutral position. When sitting, the 
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trunk flexion with the research device was approximately 27 degrees, which had reduced 

to less than 5 degrees for the entire capture period (though only first 1000 frames shown). 

The variation in the trajectory between the two position was similar (approximately 5 

degrees), suggesting an improvement in posture. The user’s current device had caused a 

negative flexion in the standing position, but this was less than 6 degrees for most of the 

capture period. 

Trunk rotation was minimal with the research prosthesis and it closely tracked the lateral 

tilt, though these trajectories are not the same. 

Head flexion was similar to the case with sitting. The synergies with trunk flexion exist 

but were not as apparent, as many of the subjects had trunk flexion angles close to 0 

degrees. The prosthesis user displayed the highest trajectory which exceeds 30 degrees at 

several points (current device). Higher head flexion indicated that they are looking 

further down at the block, and video review confirmed that the prosthesis user had their 

chin closer to their chest than the other subjects.  

As was the case with trunk rotation, head rotation with the research prosthesis had 

improved (closer to 0 degrees) when compared to the current prosthesis. The initial large 

negative spike in the research prosthesis’ trajectory was a result of the user’s head tilted 

towards the researcher (sitting to the left of the user) before the test began. Once the test 

began the user rotated their head towards the box on their right side (negative side) which 

produced the negative spike. There are two further positive spikes, before the user found 

a comfortable position for head rotation to complete the exercise.  In the current 

prosthesis’ trajectory, the user started with their eyes focused on the box on their right 

side and turned to the target box (positive side). Again, the trajectory reflects the user 
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finding a comfortable position, but in this case the user preferred to focus on the box 

where they were grasping the blocks. With the research prosthesis, the user tended to 

keep their eyes focused in the centre of the box, at the barrier, which was not the case 

with the user’s current device. There was also less variation in head rotation trajectory 

with the research prosthesis. 

Both prostheses showed a reduction in the range of motion and the average angle of the 

shoulder in the standing position.  When comparing the two prostheses, the current 

device had maximum and minimum shoulder angles of 45.8 degrees and 21.2 degrees. 

With the research prosthesis, the minimum and maximum shoulder angles achieved were 

25.8 degrees and 53.1 degrees. For most of the exercise, the research prosthesis resulted 

in a shoulder angle that was larger than the user’s current device. This was expected as 

the device was slightly longer in length and the prosthesis had to be lifted higher in order 

for the hand to clear the barrier. This translated into a range of motion of 24.5 and 27.3 

for the current and research prosthesis, respectively 

As in the case of sitting, the subjects tended to hold the elbow flexion at approximately 

90 degrees. This may have offered mechanical advantage in performing the exercise.  

The research prosthesis did have an average angle that was higher than the current 

prosthesis and the range of motion of the elbow seemed to be slightly increased. Aside 

from this increase there were no other significant differences. 
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B.5 Validity and usefulness of Box and blocks test 

The Box and Blocks test did not prove to be as useful in this study as was originally 

thought. User feedback confirmed what was seen with captured video and in trajectory 

plots; the Box and Blocks test did not require active wrist rotation (during the exercise) to 

be completed efficiently. In this study, the forearm input was used to turn a wrist rotator. 

Active wrist movement may still benefit the user during this test, if the output is a wrist 

flexion movement as it may help to better position the hand for grasping a block. 

Performing the Box and Blocks test in both the sitting and standing position provided 

little insight to the effect of position. The sitting test did have some issues related to 

ensuring a standard position between all users. The location of the left hand, the height 

and position of the chair could have considerable effects on the trunk flexion and trunk 

rotations. As a result of the synergies with the head tilt, flexion and rotation, the motions 

of the head would be affected along with the trunk as well. 

It was difficult to discern any real changes in the sitting Box and Blocks test between the 

two prosthesis types. The current device showed less variation in trajectory (trunk lateral 

tilt, trunk rotation, head lateral tilt) for successive grasp and release of block in the 

standing position. Less variation in the standing position with the current device (as 

compared to sitting with the same device) indicated that the user can perform the task in a 

more comfortable position when standing.   

For the reasons given above, the validity of using the Box and Blocks test to assess wrist 

rotation is questionable. 

There are a few issues with the testing procedure for the sitting Box and Blocks test. 

Reflective markers were always placed on the subject with the subject standing, but 
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tended to shift as the subject sat down. The sitting test also had problems with 

accommodating subjects who were excessively tall.  A chair or stool that is adjustable in 

height may be a solution, but it may be more efficient to remove the sitting position 

altogether.  
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Appendix C: Age Matching and Survey Results 

C.1 Age Matching Effect 

The effect of age was not considered during the design of this experiment, but there were 

indications that age may have played a role in influencing the results. It is important to at 

least identify that age can be a factor in this study for two reasons. The first involves 

incorrect conclusions being drawn regarding the research prosthesis and its effect on 

improving the user’s motion to more closely mirror those of the able-bodied subjects. The 

able-bodied population did show variation in range of motion and time to complete the 

tasks. Therefore, the reference that was being used to measure the prostheses against had 

a level of ambiguity. The second issue which underlines the importance of age matching 

is concerned with attributing certain ranges of motion with the use of a prosthesis, when 

they may be the result of an aging subject. The range of motion of certain joints (i.e. 

shoulder, elbow, wrist, hips) decreases as a person gets older. This can be the result of 

degradation due to arthritis, sarcopenia, sedentary lifestyles, or other health factors.   

Figure C.1 shows the shoulder trajectory of the clothespin upward assessment. The 

subjects were grouped into three age brackets: age 35 or younger (Group 1), 36 to 50 

years of age (Group 2), and 51 and older (Group 3). The trajectory of the prosthesis user 

(current device) was then plotted on top of each of these groups. Subject 8 (36 to 50 

years) and subject 13 (51 and older) were removed from this analysis as the shorter 

length of their torso and arm length resulted in excessively high rotations in several 

motions when placing the top clothespin on the vertical rod (outliers).  
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49Figure C.1 Shoulder angle, Clothespin upward test for Group 1 (top), Group 2 (centre), Group 3 (bottom) 

In Figure C.1, it can be seen that when the able-bodied subjects were divided into age 

groups, the prosthesis user’s trajectory relative to the other subjects in each group was 

different. There is only one user that was older than the prosthesis user, and as the other 
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subjects get closer in age to the user, their shoulder trajectory starts to match the user’s 

trajectory in terms of angle and time to complete. 

The able-bodied subjects chosen for this study highlighted a few constraints that should 

have been imposed on the selection process. Subjects should be chosen closer to the 

prosthesis user’s age so as to eliminate the effect of age related changes to their range of 

motion at certain limb segments and joints. There was also a difference within the 

subjects as to time of completion of the clothespin assessment, with subjects who are 

closer to the prosthesis user’s age taking twice as long to complete the task (seen in the 

trajectory plots), though this could have been remedied by sampling the trajectories that 

did take longer (the same way the prosthesis user’s trajectory was sampled). This would 

reduce the temporal effect and may offer an improved joint angle comparison. However, 

it would be beneficial to simply apply more stringent guidelines in the selection process 

of able-bodied users in future studies to match the user’s age.  

The results indicate that comparisons between prosthesis users and able-bodied subjects 

need to consider the effect of age on range of motion of the joints. This will affect the 

recruitment of the able-bodied subject population. This study in particular analyzed the 

range of motion of limb segments and joints as a metric for comparison, and because the 

prosthesis user happened to be older than many of the subjects, age matching has a larger 

impact on the kinematic comparisons with the able-bodied group.  
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C.2 Survey Results 

The prosthesis user completed two feedback surveys for each day of testing. The first 

survey was for the testing sessions in which the user’s current prosthesis was used to 

complete the task, and the second was with the research prosthesis. The surveys were 

completed directly following the testing sessions, which were 4 months apart. Questions 

asked were with regard to usage, pain and the ability to perform the particular task (Box 

and Blocks and clothespin test). The feedback from the user will be discussed in this 

section. 

C.2.1 Task Performance 

When performing the Box and Blocks test, the user replied that the task was easy to 

complete with both types of prosthesis in both the sitting and standing positions. Wearing 

the research prosthesis was described as being somewhat uncomfortable. In the standing 

position, the user could easily position the hand where they wanted to grab the blocks, 

but in the seated position, there was some difficulty. There was some difficulty in both 

positions when trying to orient the hand on the research prosthesis. However, the user 

indicated that this was a problem specifically with rotating the wrist, but once the desired 

position was achieved, the wrist was kept in that position for the duration of the exercise. 

The user also indicated that when performing the Box and Blocks test, active wrist 

rotation was of little use. When asked how the prosthesis felt in terms of comfort when 

performing the Box and Blocks task, the user indicated that the research prosthesis felt 

somewhat uncomfortable and was undecided about the current prosthesis. 
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When performing the clothespin tests, the research prosthesis felt uncomfortable and 

there was some difficulty completing the task. With the user’s current prosthesis, the user 

was undecided about comfort, but was able to complete the task with ease. 

C.2.2 Pain Scale 

Following the motion capture sessions, the user was asked to rate the level of pain felt in 

the residuum, the elbow, the shoulder and the neck. A Likert scale was used that asked 

whether the pain felt was annoying, uncomfortable, distressing, intense, excruciating, or 

no pain. None of the responses exceeded the uncomfortable pain level. The most telling 

response between the two prostheses was the level of pain in the shoulder. With the 

current prosthesis, the user replied that there was an uncomfortable level of pain after the 

session. With the research prosthesis, the user replied that they felt no pain in the 

shoulder. With the neck, there was an improvement from an annoying level of pain, to no 

pain, and the user indicated that they did not have to bend their neck as far down, which 

is reflected in the trajectories of head and trunk flexion. The level of pain in the residuum 

also decreased slightly from uncomfortable to annoying. The user also indicated that 

medication had been prescribed for the pain in the residuum. The elbow however, 

experienced an increase in pain, increasing from no pain to an uncomfortable level of 

pain.  

C.2.3 User Input 

The user also provided additional feedback on the testing process and the new control 

strategy. As mentioned, the use of a wrist rotator in the Box and Blocks test was not 

helpful in completing the test. The user replied that when performing the clothespin test, 
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that the wrist rotator improved the ability to perform the task, even though it felt 

marginally heavier.  

The user indicated a difficulty in starting and stopping the wrist rotator initially, but was 

able to adapt to the prosthesis mechanism with larger and quicker rotations of the 

residuum inside the socket. At one point in testing (clothespin test), the battery began to 

fail and the trial needed to be aborted. The battery was replaced with a delay not 

exceeding 1 minute. The trial used in the above trajectory plots however, was captured 

prior to the battery depletion. 

Despite the increase in perceived weight and comfort issues, the user indicated a 

preference for the functionality that the research prosthesis provided. The novel 

independent input source from forearm rotation was one that the user was comfortable 

controlling, and displayed an ability to adapt to this functionality during the testing 

period. However, the user suggested that the input source be used to actuate a degree of 

freedom that allowed for powered flexion and extension instead of rotation, the provision 

of which was outside the scope of this study. 
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Appendix D: Informed Consent Forms 
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Informed Consent and Information Sheet 
 

Consent for Prosthesis Users 
 

Location:   Institute of Biomedical Engineering 

  University of New Brunswick 

  Fredericton, NB 

Principal  

Investigator:   Ali Hussaini, UNB Student, 

Institute of Biomedical Engineering UNB  

Tel: (506) 453-4966 

 

Supervisors:  Dr. Peter Kyberd, Institute of Biomedical Engineering, and 

Department of Electrical Engineering at UNB 

Tel: (506) 458-7025 

 

Greg Bush, Research Prosthetist, 

Institute of Biomedical Engineering UNB 

Tel: (506) 458-7016 

 

 
 

Invitation:  
 

You are invited to participate in a research study entitled “Independent Pro-supination Control in 

Transradial Myoelectric Prostheses”.  The objectives, purpose, background, experimental 

methods, as well as the risks associated with this study will be described below. If you should 

decide to decline this opportunity to participate, be assured that your status as a client of the 

Institute of Biomedical Engineering at UNB will not be affected in any way. 

 

Objective:   
 

To investigate the function of a new prosthesis design allowing independent wrist and hand 

control. Comparison of the new design will be made to a participant’s existing prosthesis when 

performing timed assessment tasks. 

 

Purpose and Potential Benefits:  
 

Improved prosthetic designs may benefit current users by allowing for enhanced functionality of 

current prostheses. Improved prepositioning of the electric hand and a decrease in range of 

motion may also alleviate excessive stress in other joints of the body. 

 

Experimental Method:  
 

You will be casted for a research prosthesis which will be custom made to fit in the same manner 

as your current device. The research prosthesis, which will incorporate a wrist rotation unit, is 

being tested for functionality and ease of use.  
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You will be asked to perform two timed assessment tasks with your current prosthesis, while your 

movements are being monitored.  This will be done using the Institute’s motion capture system. 

Reflective marker balls will be attached to the skin on your upper torso, arms and forehead, as 

well as on the prosthesis using double sided tape.  The markers are tracked by video cameras as 

you move.  The tests will be repeated after you have been fit with the research prosthesis. The 

assessment tasks are as follows: 

 

Clothes Peg  

From a seated position and using your prosthesis, you will be asked to remove a clothes peg from 

a horizontal bar and place it onto an adjacent vertical bar. 3 pegs are to be removed and relocated. 

You will be asked to repeat this test from a standing position. 

 

Box and Blocks 

From a seated position and using your prosthesis, you will be asked to pick up a 1 inch square 

block from a box, move it over a short wall and place it into another box. You will be asked to 

repeat this test from a standing position. 

 

Before you perform either task, you will have the opportunity to practice and ask questions for 

clarification. You will be required to wear a tank shirt to ensure visibility of the markers placed 

on the shoulder. You will be videotaped for reference during the capture of the motion data. You 

may decline to be videotaped for the experiment. Testing will require 1.5 hours including 

opportunity for breaks. 

 

Testing will take place over a period of 2 months consisting of a 4 day schedule (non-consecutive 

days).  Details of each day are specified below. 

 

Day 1 

An initial assessment for range of motion is carried out. Measurements will be taken of your 

range of motion as they relate to forearm rotation. A cast of your arm will be taken so that a 

research prosthesis can be built for your next visit. The new prosthesis will maintain your current 

electrode locations but will add wrist functionality. 

 

Day 2 

Assessment tests will be performed with your current prosthesis.  This will take place in the 

motion capture lab at the IBME. Reflective markers will be placed on your upper body. The 

clothes peg and Box and Blocks tests will be performed. A post-test questionnaire will be 

provided for you to offer feedback to the researcher.  After the testing, an initial fitting of the 

research prosthesis (check socket) will take place. Any modification will be made before your 

next visit. 

 

Day 3 

This visit will be for training with the research prosthesis. Any issues related to the fit and 

function of the prosthesis will be addressed. Training will include performing opening and 

closing of the hand and rotation of the wrist. Box and Blocks and clothes pegs will be included in 

this testing as well. This day is designed to acquaint you with the research device and answer any 

question you may have. 
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Day 4 

Assessment tests will be performed with the research prosthesis. As with the initial testing, 

reflective markers will be placed on your upper body. The clothes peg and Box and Blocks test 

will be performed. A second post-test questionnaire will be provided for you to share your 

feedback and reflect on your experience. Any and all criticisms are welcome and encouraged. The 

research prosthesis will be retained by the IBME after the completion of the study. 

 

Data collected will focus on the function of the prosthesis. If applicable, travel costs and meals 

will be covered.    

 

Data Security: All data are stored securely and are accessible only by the researchers.  Filenames 

are coded so the identities of the participants cannot be determined.  Data will be destroyed when 

it no longer has clinical or scientific value.  When the results of this research are reported, 

participating individuals will not be identifiable.   

 

Risks:  The risks associated with an experiment of this kind are considered to be minimal. 

Occasionally, a skin irritation may develop as a result of the double sided tape from the reflective 

markers. Should any discomfort occur, please inform the researcher so that the issue may be 

addressed immediately.  

 

Questions or Concerns:  When the results of this experiment are reported, the results will be 

available to you.  Please indicate below if you would like to see the results.  If you have any 

questions about the project, you are welcome to contact any of the indicated researchers or the 

Director of the IBME, Dr. Kevin Englehart at 458-7020.  

 

Consent:  I have read and understood the procedure and risks associated in volunteering for this 

experiment.  I have had any questions or concerns addressed or explained by the researcher.  I 

understand that my involvement in this experiment is completely voluntary and that I can 

withdraw myself or my data from this experiment at anytime.  I also understand that my 

confidentially will be protected in the reporting of this research. I understand that if I wish to 

discuss this project, or any other related matter, with someone who is not involved with the 

project, I may contact Steven Turner, Chair of UNB Research Ethics Board at 453-5189. This 

project is on file with the Research Ethics Board of the University of New Brunswick as REB 

2013-114. 

 

 

 _________________________    ________________________    ________________________  

Subject Name (print)  Signature   Date 

 

 

 

 _________________________    ________________________    ________________________  

Witness Name (print)  Signature   Date 

 

 

 

I would like a summary of the results after they have been reported: Yes_____ No______ 

If yes, please indicate how you may be contacted: _______________________________  
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              _______________________________  

 

              _______________________________  
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Informed Consent and Information Sheet 
 

Consent for Non-Prosthesis Users 
 

Location:   Institute of Biomedical Engineering 

  University of New Brunswick 

  Fredericton, NB 

Principal  

Investigator:   Ali Hussaini, UNB Student, 

Institute of Biomedical Engineering UNB  

Tel: (506) 453-4966 

 

Supervisors:  Dr. Peter Kyberd, Institute of Biomedical Engineering, and 

Department of Electrical Engineering at UNB 

Tel: (506) 458-7025 

 

Greg Bush, Research Prosthetist, 

Institute of Biomedical Engineering UNB 

Tel: (506) 458-7016 

 
 

Invitation:  
 

You are invited to participate in a research study entitled “Independent Pro-supination Control in 

Transradial Myoelectric Prostheses”.  The objectives, purpose, background, experimental 

methods, as well as the risks associated with this study will be described below. If you should 

decide to decline this opportunity to participate, be assured that your status as a client of the 

Institute of Biomedical Engineering at UNB will not be affected in any way. 

Objective:   
 

To investigate the function of a new prosthesis design allowing independent wrist and hand 

control. Comparison of the new design will be made to a participant’s existing prosthesis when 

performing timed assessment tasks. Non-prosthesis users will serve as a baseline for comparison. 

 

Purpose and Potential Benefits:  
 

Improved prosthetic designs may benefit current users by allowing for enhanced functionality of 

current prostheses. Improved prepositioning of the electric hand and a decrease in range of 

motion may also alleviate excessive stress in other joints of the body. 

 

Experimental Method:  
 

You will be asked to perform two timed assessment tasks with your non-dominant hand, while 

your movements are being monitored.  This will be done using the Institute’s motion capture 

system. Reflective markers will be attached to the skin on your upper torso, arms and forehead 
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using double sided tape.  The markers are tracked by video cameras as you move. The assessment 

tasks are as follows: 

 

 

Clothes Peg  

From a seated position and using your non-dominant hand, you will be asked to remove a clothes 

peg from a horizontal bar and place it onto an adjacent vertical bar. 3 pegs are to be removed and 

relocated. You will be asked to repeat this test from a standing position. 

 

Box and Blocks 

From a seated position and using your non-dominant hand, you will be asked to pick up a 1 inch 

square block from a box, move it over a short wall and place it into another box. You will be 

asked to repeat this test from a standing position. 

 

Before you perform either task, you will have the opportunity to practice and ask questions for 

clarification. You will be required to wear a tank shirt to ensure visibility of the markers placed 

on the shoulder. You will be videotaped for reference during the capture of the motion data. You 

may decline to be videotaped for the experiment. Testing will require 1.5 hours including 

opportunity for breaks. Testing will require one session at the IBME. 

 

Data Security: All data are stored securely and are accessible only by the researchers.  Filenames 

are coded so the identities of the participants cannot be determined.  Data will be destroyed when 

it no longer has clinical or scientific value.  When the results of this research are reported, 

participating individuals will not be identifiable.   

 

Risks:  The risks associated with an experiment of this kind are considered to be minimal. 

Occasionally, a skin irritation may develop as a result of the double sided tape from the reflective 

markers. Should any discomfort occur, please inform the researcher so that the issue may be 

addressed immediately.  

 

Questions or Concerns:  When the results of this experiment are reported, the results will be 

available to you.  Please indicate below if you would like to see the results.  If you have any 

questions about the project, you are welcome to contact any of the indicated researchers or the 

Director of the IBME, Dr. Kevin Englehart at 458-7020.  

 

Consent:  I have read and understood the procedure and risks associated in volunteering for this 

experiment.  I have had any questions or concerns addressed or explained by the researcher.  I 

understand that my involvement in this experiment is completely voluntary and that I can 

withdraw myself or my data from this experiment at anytime.  I also understand that my 

confidentially will be protected in the reporting of this research. I understand that if I wish to 

discuss this project, or any other related matter, with someone who is not involved with the 

project, I may contact Steven Turner, Chair of UNB Research Ethics Board at 453-5189. This 

project is on file with the Research Ethics Board of the University of New Brunswick as REB 

2013-114. 

 

 _________________________    ________________________    ________________________  

Subject Name (print)  Signature   Date 

 

 _________________________    ________________________    ________________________  
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Witness Name (print)  Signature   Date 

 

I would like a summary of the results after they have been reported: Yes_____ No______ 

If yes, please indicate how you may be contacted: _______________________________  
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Appendix E: Subject Information Form 
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Appendix F: Surveys 
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Appendix G: Marker Set 
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!MKR#2 

[Autolabel] 

 

 

FRHD  Front of the head 

LTHD   Left of the head 

RTHD  Right of the head 

C7  C7 in Spine 

LCLA  Left sternoclavicular 

RCLA    Right sternoclavicular 

 

LSHO  Left shoulder marker 

LUPA  Left upper arm 

LELB  Left elbow lateral epicondyle 

RSHO  Right shoulder marker 

RUPA  Right upper arm 

RELB  Right elbow lateral epicondyle 

 

LRAD  Left near left radial styloid proces 

LULNA  Left near left ulnar styloid process 

LWC  Left wrist centre 

RRAD  Right near right radial styloid proces 

RULNA  Right near right ulnar styloid process 

RWC  Right wrist centre 

 

L2MC  Left 2nd metacarpal head 

L5MC  Left 5th metacarpal head 

LIFIN  Left Index finger distal to DIP joint 

R2MC  Right 2nd metacarpal head  

R5MC  Right 5th metacarpal head 

RIFIN  Right Index finger distal to DIP joint 

 

SACR  Flat part of the sacrum 

LHIP  Left front of ASIS 

RHIP  Right front of ASIS 

 

 

FRHD,RTHD,LTHD 

C7,LCLA,LSHO 

C7,RCLA,RSHO 

C7,LCLA,RCLA 

LCLA,RCLA,SACR 

RSHO,RUPA,RELB 

LSHO,LUPA,LELB 

RELB,RRAD,RULNA 

LELB,LRAD,LULNA 

RRAD,RULNA,RWC 

LRAD,LULNA,LWC 

RWC,R2MC,R5MC 

LWC,L2MC,L5MC 

RHIP,LHIP,SACR 

SACR,RSHO,LSHO 

SACR,C7 

RIFIN,R2MC,RWC 
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Appendix H: Datasheets for Sensors 
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